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// is a good feeling

when you go to your

mailbox and see that

you have mail, but

sometimes you get so

excited that you for-

get your combina-

tion.

The Scarlet Knights

basketball team
gave their fans an

explosive beginning

to the 1991-1992

season. Thousands of

fans gathered at the

RAC to support the

Knights.

Tired of the hustle

and bustle ofthe RU
way oflife? Each one

of us sometimes
needs a little time to

ourselves to find our

own special place to

sit, to ponder, to

hope, and to

dream. . .
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What makes Livingston College

UNIQUE is the special consid-

erations given to each and every

student. Students are offered a

world of opportunities the moment

they step foot onto campus. Or-

ganizations welcome new members

with open arms. The Adminis-

traton and the Livingston College

Governing Association takes the

time to hear any individual's prob-

lems, complaints, or suggestions.

The faculty help students broaden

their minds and experiences

through a diverse variety of courses

ranging from Women, Culture &

Society and Organic Chemistry to

Calculus and Theatre Appreciation.

Rutgers' Athletic Facilities allow

students to maximize their physical

growth while the University Librar-

ies strengthen their mental growth.

The Greek System allows students

to form a family-like bond with

brothers and sisters while the Liv-

ingston College Residence Life staff

creates a community within the

dormitories. The lectures, social

and cultural events, and education-

al programs enlighten the students

to new perspectives. (COPY CON-

TINUES ON PAGE 5)

Seldom are the times

when you can stroll

around campus and
not see a Scarlet

Knight supporter

showing off an RU
sweatshirt.

UNIQUE STYLE



Hanging out, kick-

ing back, and relax-

ing with friends is a

perfect cure for a

stressful week of

classes, exams, and
papers.

A nice sunny day

outside of the Stu-

dent Center can mo-

tivate some Living-

stonites to catch up

on their studies. Of
course, a nice sunny

day, is also reason

enough to take a

break.

Need to get a quick

bite to eat between

classes? The Skylight

Cafe has just what

you are looking for;

their menu has

everything from piz-

za andfresh muffins

to a BLT and a

Coke.

'I
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Livingston College prides itself

on the diversity of its student body.

Each Livingston student has a

UNIQUE STYLE about them

which they bring with them to Liv-

ingston, and conversely, each stu-

dent also takes something

UNIQUE with them when leav-

ing. Livingston College's strength is

in our diversity as the college motto

states. Throughout the time spent

at Livingston, every student is faced

with 101 different situations mod-

eling the real world. By the time

you walk up to receive your di-

ploma, you have encountered many

of life's situations and are more

than adequately prepared to tackle

them.

A college education encompasses

more than what is merely taught in

the classroom; it involves the ex-

periences in the dorms, at a party,

on the field, in a meeting, or on the

computer. Livingston College offers

much more to its students than any

other liberal arts college can. The

close-knit community that a small

college is combined with the ben-

efits of being a part of a larger

University system like Rutgers.

Since its founding in 1969, Liv-

ingston College and its students

have had the best of both worlds.

UNIQUE PEOPLE
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Students are usually

puzzled about the

RU bus system. Why
are there always

four L buses at the

Student Center
when you don't have

to go to College Ave?

Peaceful fall after-

noons are a perfect

opportunity to chat

with friends be-

tween classes and to

talk with an occa-

sional passer-by in

the Quad courtyard.

As these students

can tell you, college

is not only a place to

study and to learn,

but also to make
great new friends

and share wonder-

ful memories.

OPENING



"Shiney, happy peo-

ple!" Well, he's ei-

ther coming back

from class or on his

way to Tillett for a

gourmet meal. What
do you think?

Livingston College is and will

always be. . .a place to learn, to

make friends, to expand your

mind, to get away from your fam-

ily, to prepare for the future, to

party, to solve problems, to pro-

aastinate, to share, to try new

things, to break stereotypes, four

(maybe five) of the most mem-

orable years, to win and lose, to

gain social awareness, for cultural

opportunities, to show your spirit,

to learn how to deal with red tape,

to gain new perspectives, to get

involved, to find out about the

world, to live in a close community,

to learn how to live with a stranger,

to party more, to dismiss the lies

you were taught in high school, to

understand multi-sided issues, a se-

ries of all-nighters, to learn greek,

to show aeative expression, an are-

na of intellectual ideas, to learn

what it means to be in debt, to stay

out of the work force, to go to

lectures, to get a real job in the real

world, to live and learn and a place

to develop

... A STYLE OF YOUR OWN.

UNIQUELY LIVINGSTON 7





just a formal education, it's a series of experiences that make up student

life at Livingston. The campus' peaceful scenery seems a world apart from

downtown New Brunswick. The Ecological Preserve holds a forest full of

woodland creatures. Grassy fields let students release their stress with a

game of football. The area behind Quad Three converts into the

"Livingston Beach" as soon as the weather hit 70 degrees. Friendly faces

can be found everywhere on campus. In Tillett, you can dine with friends

or even a Dean who knows you by name. The Student Center is always

inviting people to cultural events or movies. Livingston is the only place to

be when Rutgers Basketball is playing is the RAC and the best view of the

sunrise is on the eighth floor of the Lynton Towers. Students re uniquely

apart of LIVINGSTON UFE.

A ^^^^ OF OUR OWN
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R. U.

SPIRITED?

RU rah, rah. RU rah, rah. Hoo rah, hoo rah,

Rutgers rah! These words may seem meaningless

at face value, but if you can grasp the enormity

of spirit and pride they represent, you will

realize that they are not just a bunch of words

starting with the letters "r" and "h".

With the recent success ofRU Athletics (such

as the football team entering the Big East Con-

ference, the soccer team ranking no. 1 in the

nation for two weeks, the Scarlet Knights bas-

ketball team gaining national attention by beat-

ing Princeton and UNLV), one can easily get

caught up in the excitement of the roaring

crowds at any sporting event.

Academically speaking, Rutgers' students,

faculty, staff, and alumni have a great deal to be

proud of. Rutgers University is a school known

nation-wide. When informing others of your

affiliation with Rutgers, do not be surprised if

you receive com-

ments such as,

"Wow! Rutgers is

a really great

school.

School Spirit is

alive on the Banks.

Students come out

year-round to cheer

on the Scarlet

Knights.

Rutgers is an excellent university with some-

thing to offer for everybody. One can witness

the great RU pride at a sporting event, on

campus, or anywhere else an RU affiliate may

end up. It seems as if that familiar Rutgers

sweatshitt, baseball cap, or car sticker is always

popping up — even when it is least expeaed.

The Rutgers family has members from many

different races, religions, and cultures; yet we all

share a common RU bond.

Each of us share the same seats on the buses,

the same desks in the classrooms, the same

frustrations with the RU Screw, the same food

from the dining halls; but most importantly, we

all share the same smiles and tears of a unique

community of intelligent, curious, fun-loving,

and caring individuals. So the next time you

hear the Rutgers cheer, think of the meaning

behind those words. Think of all that Rutgers

stands for. Stand tall, aa proud and be LOUD!

RU ready?

10 LIVINGSTON LIFE
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HOW
E

When you go to

Tillett, there's

always a crowd

of people busting about the dining

hall. Are these people there for the

chicken steaks, cheese fries, and fro-

zen yogurt (which is the staple

menu of every RU student); or are

they there for another reason? Peo-

ple don't just go to Tillett for the

food (hopefully), they go to Tillett

for the people!

When you get to the dining hall,

you can choose to sit at a nice quiet

table in the back room, but if you

and your friend(s) want a faster-

paced atmosphere, grab a table by

the condiments counter or near the

windows where you can see every-

one on campus pass by and take in

the panoramic view outside.

If you cannot find anyone to

dine with, just grab a Daily Tar-

gum or a Livingston Medium before

you go to Tillett. Newspapers

make great company and they let

you catch up on all the news and

events going on -

at Rutgers.

Some s t u-

dents think that

Tillett is the

Tillett is much more

than just a dining hall;

it's where you go to see

the gang, talk about life

and hang out.

pits, but what the place lacks in

culinary delights, it more than

makes it up with its shorter lines,

personal atmosphere, and the Super

Salad Bar. Tillett, by far, is a

vegitarian's dream come true with

the largest and most diverse salad

bar of all the Rutgers dining halls.

Only at Tillett where dreams

come true and wishes are only a

mouthful away, can you appreciate

what a treasure we really have (at

least we don't have Brower Com-

mons!)

Livingston students are

cheerfully greated everyday

by theirfavorite Tillett work-

er, Madeline, With a pleas-

ant, "Hi, how are you do-

ing?" from Madeline as she

punches your meal card,

every student enters Tillett

with a smile.

Floormates and friends often

use dinners at Tillett as an

opportunity to spend some re-

laxing time together and talk

about the latest gossip, what's

new, and life in general.

12 LIVINGSTON LIFE



No matter if the meal was

good or had, students always

find room for dessert. Ice

cream andfrozen yogurt top

the list offavorites, and

special dessert bars like

cookie night and pastry hars

also go over well.

I
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AILBOX
A D N E S S

One's only link to the

outside world! The LPOs

deliver news, gossip and

that extra 10 bucks from

home.

fter a month of cob-

webs staring me in

the face, it had final-

ly arrived. Oh, everyday before

lunch and after dinner I had gone

into the LPOs

to check my box

and everytime it

had been deso-

late. No letters

There are many rules that

can place a hinderance on a

person'spostal needs. Only al-

lowing a student to purchase

5 stamps at a time, drives a

person with six letters up the

wall.

"Oh my god, I didn't get my
class schedule in my LPO
box?" Studnets always rush

full speed ahead to their box-

es when they hear schedule

cards have come in to see if

they were a victim of the RU
SCREW!

from high school pals, no money

from the home folks, not one mag-

azine, catalogue or even any junk

mail. I was beginning to think that

I was friendless, until that glorious

day when it arrived. What could it

be? I pondered the options; perhaps

it was a note from my sister, maybe

my Rutgers season basketball tick-

ets or even a mushy love letter from

an admirer!? Frantic and overly ex-

cited I missed one of the numbers

in my combo; I tried the com-

bination again concentrating on it

and taking my time. Got it! I

reached in tentatively. Well, it's too

big to be a package notice — wait,

wait — I got hold of it! It

was. . .the phone biU.

It may seem like an exagger-

ation, but many students at one

point in their time at Rutgers fall

prey to the Mailbox Madness.

Empty mailboxes throughout the

campus post offices are often the

cause of a day gone wrong. How-

ever, here are a few helpful hints on

how to avoid the madness: (l)sign

up for EVERY campus organiza-

tion and store mailing list, (2) call

your grandparents and mention

how hard classes have been going

(3) order everything from mail cat-

alogues (4) and lasdy, take ad-

vantage of the free on-campus mail

system and write a note to your

roommate, best friend or a pro-

fessor; they may feel so sorry for

you that the mail will be pouring in

any day now.

MAILBOX MADNESS 1
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WORKING
UP A SWEAT

e re gonna pump you up!

This year Rutgers has

received a new addition to

the fitness centers, that is the

Sonny Werblin Recreational

Center. This new facility,

located on Busch Campus, is

the latest state-of-the-art

building. It contains indoor

raquetball courts, an Olympic

si2e pool, a multi-purpose

room as well as an extensive

weight room and aerobics

room. For this '91-'92 year,

the Busch Gym has been

home to many Livingston

students because of the

renovation of the Livingston

Gym.

The Busch Gym provides

students with the latest in

nautilis machines, which can

tone up your bi-ceps, tri-

ceps, thighs, etc. — basically

any part of your body. And
if you've never worked out

before, it's O.K. because the

gym provides trainers who

show you how to work the

machines. The gym also

provides the latest in aerobic

exercises. This year they have

expanded their program to

include step aerobics,

otherwise known as the

REEBOK STEP.

But this fimess craze is not

kept in the gym alone.

While waiting at a bus stop,

or driving through campus,

you can see it everywhere.

Students are seen jogging

morning, afternoon and

night around the campus.

Biking is another favorite,

whether for exercising or

going to class. When the sun

comes out so do the rackets

(tennis as well as racketball).

Livingston provides the

students with outdoor tennis

and raquetball courts to

soothe the hungry player.

And if it's raining, have no

fear the "big bubble" is very

near. The Busch bubble

provides indoor tennis

convienient during unsuitable

weather, and the Busch Gym
provides indoor raquetball

courts.
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Just one more. , .uhhh. , .hard

work and determination in the

weight room or on the aerobics

floor eventually pays offfor

students when training to

create the desiredphyisque.

Since the Sonny Werblin

Recreational Center opened in

the Spring of 1991, it has been

the hot spot to pump iron, take

a swim, or just about any other

athletic activity.

Many men. . .many muscles . . ,

many more minutes to make

massive muscles multiply to

maximum mass. Males must

madly maintain their

magnitude ofmacho

mechanisms in order to be one

of the Manly Men of Rutgers.

WORKING UP A SWEAT 17



PUS
COMMUTE

utgers is a big place

and getting around is

not always easy.

Luckily for Livingston students,

there is enough parking spaces on

this campus to have a car when you

are a freshman. However, finding a

parking space on any other campus

is dose to impossible. Attempting

to park on other campuses will

eventually result in a glove box full

of RU parking tickets, therefore

students find other ways to get

around. On nice spring days the

sidewalks are aowded with people

walking, jogging, rollar blading, or

biking to class.

Yet the most popular way to get

around Rutgers is the bus system.

Sleek new buses were sported this

year, making the trek very enjoy-

able. Even with the new additions,

the bus system was less than con-

venient. Many a time are the buses

known to break down or bump

oncoming traffic. In addition,

sometimes the hardest thing about

taking a bus is

getting on one.

In between

classes, the bus-

es are impossi-

Even with new buses,

getting around is just as

liard as tlie class you are

going to!

ble to get on. People squeeze and

squash on in order to make their

next class, and they are never there

when you need them.

Another unpleasant problem

with using University transporta-

tion is the weekend schedule. The

Busch/Livingston and College

Ave. routes are combined and the

bus always seems to come 35 min-

utes after you get to the stop. All in

all riding on a Rutgers University

bus is an experience you will soon

not forget.

Ifan RU student had a dime

for every minute he waited

for a bus, he wouldn't have to

go to college! Many students

pass the time at the stops by

reading the newspaper or a

flyerfor an upcoming event.

Only after watching every

other bus line pass by at the

Scott Hall bus stop, does an L
bus arrive. Always last and

usually on time, the L bus

swings over to the river dorms

before making the trip over

the Raritan.

18 LIVINGSTON LIFE
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Your first step off the L bus introduces you to

a world entirely different from that of the Liv-

ingston Campus — College Ave. Students are

hurrying in all directions; some with desti-

nations (class maybe?) and some just taking in

the sights and people-watching.

As you walk towards Voorhees Mall on the

way to your class, you'll probably stop at your

favorite grease truck to get a snack. After class

you can go to the Cavernous Center of College

Ave. dining services (namely, Brower). If, for

some reason, Brower food just does not satisfy

your appetite, the Rutgers Student Center pro-

vides a grand variety of food and drink for you

to choose from.

After your meal and a few intense discussions

among friends, perhaps you would like to do

some shopping. Well, have no fear! Right

around the corner from the L

bus stop is a plethora of

stores, shops, botiques, res-

taurants, and ice aeam par-

lors-all within walking distance!

But alas, it's Friday evening and after you've

completed your errands and all of the running

around, you really need to have a drink and

enjoy the company of friends. Well, if you're

over 2 1 (ha, ha) the bars are praaically calling

your name. Just walk right down the street and

there you are- face to face with an RU student

with beer in hand! What more could one ask

for? Loud music? A bigger crowd? Dancing?

You got it! Just hop on down to Union Street

and go to one of those oh-so-popular-with-

Mom-and-Dad fraternity parties. Chances are

you'll bump into more than a few of your

classmates.

So...after a long day of classes, shopping,

eating, and partying, all you want to do is plop

down in your nice cumfy bed and doze off until

tomorrow, right? College Ave. may have sound-

ed like a fantasy come true, but now you have to

wait for the bus. The squeaky sounds and the

familiar smell of exhaust finally appear and

create visions of your own room that you can't

wait to get back to. After a leisurely trip across

the Raritan, you finally arrive back at Liv-

ingston, walk to your room, get under the

covers, and snuggle up with your teddy

bear.. .ahhh...Home Sweet Home.

20 LIVINGSTON LIFE
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COLLEGE AVE

College Ave. offers it

all with everything

from frats and grease

trucks to Alexander

and the Mall.
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A busy day on College

Ave, . .The Voorhees Mall area

always fills up with students

between classes. The hastle of

traveling to other campuses for

classes leaves students frantic to

reach the Scott Hall bus stop.

"Let me have a gyro, no onions

and extra hot sauce." The

grease trucks are an important

part of College Ave. Wheather

at 8:00am or 3:00am, there's

always someone looking for

something to eat.

When the weather is nice,

students usually break and
spend their time between classes

sitting on the lawn. Often on a

sunny day you will see a sea of

students, laying out, hanging

out, andfreaking out.

LIFE ON COLLEGE AVE. 21



The Old Queens building on

College Avenue houses President

Lawrence's office. This national

landmark perserves a great

deal ofRutgers history,

including the famous cannon

which still stands on the front

lawn to symbolize the rival

between RU and Princeton.

Students often enjoy leisure

time in mind expanding ways.

These undergraduates use their

free time to practice their

guitar and catch up on some

reading, while Bishop Beach

provides the perfect background

to hang out on lazy, sunny

afternoons.

22 LIVINGSTON LIFE



The College Avenue Campus
provides the cornerstone of

tradition for Rutgers, The

University gate's stone

foundation also holds a special

story. The stone's were used as

dead weight in the ships of

early Dutch Settlers, The open

gate leads to many
opportunities as well as the

central greeting place for

visitors.

UFE ON COLLEGE AVE. 23



The serene atmosphere of

Passion Puddle gives students a

place to ponder and a field to

find answers while relaxing

and enjoying the scenery.

Although construction at

College Center temporarily

obstructs students' paths to

class, they stillfind reasons to

hang out there.

The bus stop on George Street is

always packed with people

between classes. These students

patiently waitfor the next one, , ,

Students enjoy the nice weather

andfresh air by riding their

bicycles to andfrom class. The

picturesque sights on the Douglass

Campus provide a pleasant

atmopshere.
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It's a beautiful Oaober day. The leaves are

changing colors. The ground is laced with or-

ange and yellow. A stream trickles below, whis-

pering spring secrets in the autumn breeze.

You're walking across a wooden bridge and the

planks creek underfoot. An intriguing stranger

on the bench strums the strings of his guitar,

filling the cool air with peacefiil melodies.

Does this scene sound familiar to you? If you

have ever been on Douglass, it probably does.

Douglass is one of the most aesthetically pleas-

ing campuses of Rutgers University. Trapsing

through the pathways lined with trees, or sitting

by Passion Puddle and contemplating the mean-

ing of life, the Douglass campus provides a

relaxing break between classes. With Mason

Gross School of the Arts located on Douglass,

even the intermission between classes can be

heard while passing over that creeky wooden

bridge.

The dining facilities are definitely R.U.'s

finest. The warm, cozy atmosphere of Cooper

makes you forget about the quality of the typical

R.U. dining ser-

vice and encour-

ages you to kick

back and relax

while chatting

with friends. Intermezzo every other Thursday

night is another one of those forget-the-R.U.-

service-blues remedies. The restaurant-like at-

mosphere and gourmet food is a great way to

spend a meal with a group of friends or with

that special someone.

There are, of course, just a few drawbacks to

having classes on Douglass. First of all, scattered

across the campus are enormous heaps of horse

dung that should, by all means, be avoided. The

other main problem with having classes all the

way over there is. . .you guessed it. . .the GG. It

only runs every 20 minutes (yeah, right!) from

Livingston to Douglass and getting at least 40

minutes earlier for a class just does not appeal to

many Livingstonites. However, for those who

have no choice in the matter and are forced to

take classes way over there, surroundings are

pleasing to the eyes and ears, and waiting for the

GG is usually worth it (as long as it is not for

first or second period).

LIFE ON
DOUGLASS

Douglass College is

without a doubt the

most beautiful of all

Rutgers' campuses.

LIFE ON DOUGLASS 25



LIFE ONCOO
With everything from

animalfarms and

greenhouses, Cook has

a charater of its own.

And on Cook's Farm there were some

cows. . .E-I-E-I-OH! Cook Campus, with its

green pastures, barns, and outstanding spec-

imens of trees and plants, brings the college's

educational philosophy to life. Cook College is a

land-grant colege which is dedicated to ag-

riculture, environmental, and life sciences. By

integerating teaching, research, and community

outreach, Cook offers beneficial programs to

New Jersey. The development and research pro-

vided by Cook helped New Jersey gain its title

"The Garden State".

Named after George Hammell Cook, the

campus houses new and renovated research lab-

oratories, greenhouses, and dormitories, as well

as a start of the art recreation center. Lipman,

Bardett, Martin, Thompson, Waller, and Blake

are building that preserve the memory of the

famous scientists and scholars of the college's

past. Some of Cook's ac-

Kademic achievements in-

clude: the Rutgers Toma-

to, streptomycin, Selman

A. Waksman's Nobel

Prize-winning discovery, and the artificial in-

semination of dairy cows developed by Enos

Perry.

Passion Puddle is the popular hang-out spot

on Cook when the weather gets nice. Students

take a breather from classes by playing frisbee,

feeding the ducks, and sunning themselves.

Cook's academics are popular classes Uni-

versity wide. Courses entitled, "Edible Mush-

rooms", "Insects and Man", and "Tortoise,

Terrapins, and Turtles" offer students a variety

of unique and specialized classes. They give new

perspeaives and allow students to take a break

from the classics.

The yearly event that makes Cook famous is

Ag Field Day. This annual party & farm festival

gives the public an opportunity to experience

life on a farm. Plenty of Bar-B-Ques and con-

certs allow students to forget about upcoming

exams. Arts and crafts, egg-tossing throws, wine

tasting, and petting the farm animals keep the

day full of fim.
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A«</ o« Cook's Farm there were

some sheep. . .with a baah-baah

here and a baah-baah

there. . .Cook College has a

variety ofanimal stables and

farms were students learn how

to care for animals.

Cook College upperclassmen are

fortuniate to have the Newell

and Starkey Apartment

Complexs that provide

alternatives to dorm life, a

luxury that Livingston students

do not have.

Home to many Cook

organizations like the Cook

College Council, the Green

Print and PAC; the Cook

Campus Center provides many
services to its students

including one of the nicest cafes

of all the student centers.

I
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This year, the university opened

the doors to the Sonny Werblin

Recreational Center, a multi-

million dollar sports facility.

Students andfaculty across the

university have made the Rec

Center Busch's most popular

attraction.

Many Livingston College

upperclassmen call the Nichols

Apartment Complex home sweet

home. For Livingston students

who are tired ofdorm life but

want to remain on campus, the

college provides apartments

located on the Busch Campus.

Students wait at the very

popular Hill Center bus stop to

catch a bus to one of the other

campuses. During peek times, it

is not uncommon for two or

three buses to pass before

students are able to board one.
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Busch is the other Rutgers campus this side

of the Raritan. A quick trip around campus on

the B bus finds both the Engineering and Phar-

macy schools based on Busch, as well as the

University of Medicine and Dentistry of New

Jersey. Most facilities on the campus serve the

sciences, with research labs located everywhere.

There is much more to Busch Campus than

merely the academic side. Busch is home to

Rutgers Stadium, where students cheer on the

Scarlet Knights Football team as well as the

newly built Sonny Werblin Recreational Fa-

cility. The addition of the sports and reaeation

facility this year has raised a new interest in

physical fitness amongst the student body. From

aerobics and free weights to intramurals and

racquetball, both students and faculty have

made the Werblin Rec Center the hot spot of

Busch.

This year the Busch Campus has seen a great

deal of development; the most noted projea is

the expansion of the Busch Campus Center.

When completed the new building will house

more meeting and multi-

purpose rooms as well as an

even larger food court and the

new Busch Post Office. This

facility will offer shops and serv-

ices to all of the Rutgers com-

munity.

Most people forget that Livingston students

do live on Busch. Livingston partially maintains

the Nichols Apartment Complex for upper-

classmen who want to get out of the residence

halls yet remain a part of campus life. Usually

four or five juniors and seniors live together,

sharing a living room, kitchen, bathroom and

two bedrooms. Those who live in the apart-

ments claim that Nichols gives the privacy and

sense of ownership of an off-campus apartment

without all those nasty bills.

Even if one never lives on Busch, every

Rutgers student has to visit the campus at some

point in his or her academic career because

Busch is the home to ASB— Academic Services

Building. The main "business" building houses

the registrar, cashier, and the office of records

and transcripts, to name a few heavily student-

traveled departments.

LIFE ON

BUSCH
This year has marked great

capital development projects on

the Busch Campus which will

serve both the academic and

the non-academic needs of the

student of Rutgers.
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^READY TO,PARTY?!

or some people, their week-

end begins on Thursday

night. For others, their week-

end never ends. This is dem-

onstrated every time a party

occurs at Rutgers. Hoards of

students show up at unfamil-

iar rooms or houses equiped

with mug in hand with only

one objective in mind — to

drink, be merry, and drink

some more!

Social life at college is im-

portant. There's no better way

to meet people than at a par-

ty, right; even though some-

times you won't exactly re-

member meeting such people

the next morning. With such

a high stress faaor at college,

many students find it neces-

sary to kick back and relax at

a party every now and then. A
few beers have been known

too loosen anyone up.

Since Livingston is a "dry"

campus, students must take

some precautions. Sneeking in

alcohol on campus quickly

becomes an art form for stu-

dents. Many say the key is to

bring it in before 9pm when

security goes on duty, but that

requires prior planning which

usually is not the case.

So may students pack up

the duffle bag or laundry bas-

ket, and take those risky steps

aaoss security, trying not to

look guilty. Those who are

novices usually purchase beer

in bottles, which is a big no-

no because the clanging of the

glass is always a dead give-a-

way. Once students get

around the rules, the fun nev-

er stops.
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Chugging contests are common

place at most parties. Who can

finish their beer first is always

the big question, as students

huddle around.

f

Cheers to good times and good

friends. The best part ofparties

is spending quality, stress-free

time with close friends. Here,

these three Seniors toast to the

time they have spent at dear

old Rutgers.

A Rutgers football game is

always an excuse for a party on

campus. Football + beer +

friends = a great time, is a good

equation, but one you don't

learn in class.
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Oh, what a night! After con-

suming too much alcohol —
the hallway floor can look as

good as as any place for a

night's rest. However, in the

morning, that may not be the

only regrettable decision of

the previous night.

Worshipping the "Porcelan

God" may be the only escape

from a spinning room and the

rollercoaster ride of the stom-

ach. It's not one of drunki-

ness' finner qualities, howev-

er, it's certainly one of the

most talked about events on a

Friday afternoon.

OT U Z Z Y

FRIDAYS

M\er a "knight" out on the

town, the only thing that is

painted red is your blood-

shot eyes!

eep-Beep-Beep

.

Groggily, you reach

over to turn off the

alarm clock. After the third at-

tempt, you

finally hit the

snooze button.

Slowly you open

one eye to wake

up to a fuzzy

world and look at the time.

1:15pm. Guess you missed that

first period, Friday class again. But

it's not a problem. What is the

problem is that your head is

pounding, you're still wearing the

same clothes from last night, and

you can not remember walking

home.

The snooze alarm wakes you up

again. O-kay, this time you'll at-

tempt to get up, shower and run

over to Tillett before lunch ends.

Food is always a must after a late

night of partying. However, last

night you drank just a bit more

than you should have and the water

you drank before you passed out

didn't help. It's time for the old

fashioned hangover receipe. Fruits

and vegetables give the best results

to cure a hangover, plus they also

taste the best. Cold showers and

coffee are the methods to dear your

aching body. There's the V-8 Juice

or Alka-selzer methods, but those

are always last resorts. Of course,

Advil and Tylenol are always useful

on "the day after".

Before you realize it, it's dinner

time and the day has been wasted.

You are finally beginning to feel

like a real human being again. But

the weekend has just begun and

now it's time to go out drinking

and socializing, again.
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The easiest way to avoid long

lines at the Scarlet Pub is to

arrive during Happy Hour and

stay until everyone else arrives.

This offers bar-hoppers an

opportunity to drink and still

have elbow room.

"Can I see some ID?" Heavy

enforcement of the 21 drinking

age requires people to carry two

forms of identification to prove

their age.

One of the biggest attractions at

Olde Queens this year was the

filming ofa Bud and Bud Light

commerical there, where drink

specials were offered.
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"KNIGHT"
LIFE AT RUTGERS'

he day had finally come. My
LPO was full of cards and I

had already renewed my
drivers license — I was

finally 21! My friends who

had already come of age

promised to take me out

even though my birthday

began at midnight. The bar

aawl began! We started out

at the Knight Club and

worked our way down to the

popular "Pete's" and Olde

Queen's Tavern. After

finishing a pitcher, we

hopped down the street to

the Golden Rail. There, we

played a quick game of

baseball darts. We had to

hurry, because the bars close

early on Monday nights. We
ran over to the Comer

Tavern to say "Hi" to

Vinnie, the bartender, and

then we made our way to

Downtown New Brunswick.

Two of the more popular

bars for the alternative

aowds are the Melody and

the Roxy. The Melody is the

place to be if you like to

dance. On our way back, we

stumbled into some local

pubs and bars. These,

including the Plum Street

Pub and My Three Sons,

offer an older crowd, pool

tables, and good specials.

The best part of my birthday

was waking up the next

morning, knowing I had a

great time. Now that I'm

legal I can do it all again,

tonight!
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Sunlight screams through the window as you gradually crawl out of bed at

such an early hour on Saturday, October 12, 1991. You throw on a pair of jeans

and your favorite Rutgers sweatshirt. Out the door you go. Joining your friends

at the bus stop, some sort of plan is established. The buses are packed and

rightly so — today is Homecoming. Special Game buses stop at what appears a

massive amoimt of people. The tailgating excursion has begun.

With the svm barely risen, about 31,000 students, alumni, faculty, and friends

were on hand for this Homecoming event. This year, however, differed from

last. Everywhere you turned, beer was bountiful. The fraternities and sororities

organized tents, music, and barbeques for this once a year event. Under the

watchful eye of the RUPD, organizations adhered to the niles pertaining to

alcohol consumption. Music was overpowering as people danced to the

"Electric Slide", as well as all the popular hits and party songs. The smell of

burgers and hot dogs on hot coab just made your mouth water. Gimme a

BEER! People enjoyed the tailgating by laughing, singing, and even chanting

the Rutgers fight song.

The Busch fields cleared flooding the Rutgers Stadium. The Rutgers football

team got off to an early start with an interception from Ron Allen. Tom Tarver

completed a 35-yard pass to Chris Brantly for the Scarlet Knight's first

touchdown. Mere seconds later, Marshall Roberts intercepted a U of Maine

MECOMI
pass for a 23-yard run for our second touchdown. Punter, John Benestead,

connected twice; the first from 47-yards and the second from 32-yards. At the

half, the Scarlet Knights had already muzzled the U of Maine Black Bears.

Halftime gave way to long lines at the consession stands as people of all ages

patiently stood in line for hot dogs and soda. Other fans listened and cheered

for the RU student athletes as they received outstanding Athletic Awards for

their participation. Following the ceremony, the Scarlet Knight Marching Band

marched onto the field with their rendition of "Song of the South". Bright

colored flags twirling in the air filled with music. Homecoming is also a time in

which the band alumni reminisce their half time shows by joining up with the

student band.

Coming to an abrupt half, a burst of cheer from the crowd was heard as the

Scarlet Knights take to the field for the second half. The third quarter was just

as captivating as the previous two. The RU defense held the U of Maine

Panthers scoreless. Tekay Dorsey ran 5-yards for a touchdown pass from Tom
Tarver. Craig Mitter scored the second touchdown of the third quarter after an

interception from Ron Allen.

At the start of the fourth quarter, the Scarlet Knights relaxed their offense

and defense due to a 31 point lead over U of Maine. Marc Curran and Carl

Smith, both from U of Maine, scored successive touchdowns bringing their

total to 17 points. Rutgers' Antoine Moore scored our final 6 points; a failed

field goal ended the game with a score of Rutgers 40 — U of Maine 17.

The fans left Rutgers Stadiimi with a sense of pride for their school and a

winning feeling. Most of the students took the buses back to their dorms or

apartments for a nap before the evenings festivities celebrating our Victory.

Let's go RU!



RUTGERS STADIUM
RUTiJERS MfliME.

DOWN

TIME OUTS IfFT [1

TO GO BALL ON QTR
With the final score of

Homecoming 1991, Rutgers 40-

U ofMaine 1 7, the victorious

Scarlet Knights pounced the

Black Bears in an exciting

game,

A struggle for a loose ball calls

for the attention of the referees.

Rutgers recovers the ball and
later makes a touchdown. Let's

go RU!
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And what would Homecoming

be without that good old Golden

Anniversary?!? Tailgating

before the big game is as big of

a ritual as actually going to the

game. Alumni and fraternities

set up tents, barbeques, and

music to celebrate Homecoming

right.

. . .And they think that nobody's

looking, , .The fields on Busch

Campus become one big party

the day ofHomecoming.

Friends, old and new, gather to

cheer on the Scarlet Knights

while enjoying the festivities.
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RU spirit is at its best during

Homecoming, when the stadium

stands become a sea of red and

black.

The RUPD tries to enforce the

new tailgating rules that stu-

dents MUST enter the game by

the kick-off otherwise leave the

fields, but RU students are there

to have fun and won't let much

stop them.
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The Rutgers offensive line gets

ready to drive for a first down.

Hut one, hut two, HIKE! The

Scarlet Knights played a great

game a day ending with the

win over U ofMaine.

The Scarlet Knights take a

moment of silence before the

game to reflect on the game

ahead. This time helped to

focus the players on the job they

had in front of him.

I nil •'^ ^ '"*

J:
- ^/{^

With tackles like this, U of

Maine found it difficult to

break the Scarlet Knight

defensive line, V ofMaine

Black Bears, through failed

attempts, were held at minimal

scoring.
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Elnardo Webster, a Livingston

College Senior, won the coveted

Daily Targum 's Athlete of the

Fall 1991 Season. His hard

work and determination paid

offfor the Scarlet Knights on

Homecoming Day.

A Rutgers offensive player

breaks through the U ofMaine

defensive line to carry the ball

to another first down.

U ofMaine's Knight, number

34, feels the wrath of the

powerful Scarlet Knights. Many
a U ofMaine's white uniforms

were soiled with grass stains

from the Rutgers Stadium field.
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Construction, construction,

everywhere!! The Livingston

Gym received a face lift this

year. Renovations started

during the summer of 1991 and
are scheduledfor completion for

the fall of 1992.

The new Art Histoty Building

became an addition to Voorhees

Mall this year. Attached to

Voorhees Hall are new

classrooms and the Art History

Library which expanded the

department, as well as

increased the number of class

rooms availiable on College

Avenue,

The Douglass Student Center

expansion began days before

students returnedfrom summer

vacation. Chaos and closed

sidewalks created difficulties to

take normal paths to classes.

Students were forced to take

alternate routes.
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CAUTION
HARD HATS REQUIRED

he 91-92 academic year has

been a time to renovate all

over the Rutgers campuses.

While riding the campus

buses, one is insured to see

the major renovations that

the university is undergoing.

On the Busch campus

work began this year to

expand the student center by

adding additional room to its

food court, moving the post

office, as well as building

more meeting rooms.

While sitting on an L bus

to College Ave. students can

notice the massive

construction projeas up and

down the avenue. The

Rutgers Student Center, the

Voorhees Art Building, and

Alexander Library are

undergoing massive

renovations. Until the

projects are finished,

traveling to College Ave. will

cause a headache for

everyone.

If you take the GG bus to

Douglass and Cook College,

you will again be confronted

with detour signs. College

Center on the Douglass

campus is having major

renovations to bring the

building up to date as a

modern facility . Futher

along the GG route you will

notice construction acaoss

from the Food and Science

Building where the Cook

administration building is

being expanded.

Last but not least is

Livingston College where we

are not getting a new student

center expansion or a much

needed apartment complex

— but renovations are being

done to the Livingston Gym
which will enhance the

facility. The gym is being

expanded to include male

and female locker rooms, a

sauna, a weight room, and

administrative offices. This

year has been one of major

capital development at the

New Brunswick campuses.
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R.U.

FEDUP
Student

activism

explodeson

campusas

alluniteto

fight.

In the first issue of The Daily Targum, one writer asserted

that "Newcomers were not likely to spur Campus aaivism."

Students at Rutgers proved him wrong. Students got in-

volved on many issues of great importance and controvery in

all levels.

During the fall, nine organizations at Rutgers formed the

Students Vote! coalition to register students to give increased

eleaoral power. Over 2,000 new voters were registered in

Piscataway and New Brunswick — an all time high! Mem-
bers of the LCGA continued their campaign to increase

federal higher education funding by lobbying their Con-

gressional representatives throughout the fall semester.

As well, some students, who were outraged by the prospect

of another tuition hike at Rutgers, camped out in Voorhees

Mall dubbed "Lawrenceville", after the "esteemed" Pres-

ident of the University. Meanwhile five student governments

from around the state began the first statewide student

association — beginning the campaign for the Tuition

Stabilization Incentive Plan.

The Spring se-

mester proved to

be even busier than

the fall for student

activism. In Janu-

ary, students from

Rutgers and vari-

ous state colleges

converged on Liv-

ingston for a Grass

Roots Organizing Workshop to improve their leadership

skills. Members of the Campaign for an Affordable Ed-

ucation (CARE) called for a tuition freeze, three votes on the

University's Board of Governors and passage of T.S.I. P. —
which would mandate a 4.5% tuition increase maximum.

At the April 10 B.O.G. meeting over 300 students

demanded unconditional support for T.S.I. P. — but the

board refused. After shutting down .the meeting, students

vowed to continue fighting for affordable education. Hun-

dreds of students, teachers and workers went to Trenton on

April 15 to show their support for T.S.I. P.

Twice during the semester, student aaivists occupied

buildings in protest of the proposed tuition hike. Students

from CARE took over the University switchboard, the 932-

1766 office, where six students handcuffed themselves to

each other and then to an office radiator. Not soon after

failed negotiations with the administration, students oc-

cupied Bishop House, the home of Judicial Affairs of

Rutgers College. R.U.P.D. officers soon had broken down

doors to enter Bishop House, where a chaotic confrontation

between police and students ended with the police leaving.

Students left Bishop House with a promise of a meeting with

Lawrence. After school was out, 2 1 people were sent internal

judicial notices of violation and 11 people also received

municipal court charges. After all the dust cleared, 1

1

students would go to trial both within the University and in

court for fighting for an affordable education.
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Students at Rutgers are

generally never at a loss for

words. For example, here, we
see one student's solution to

skyrocketing tuition hikes,

Livingston College activists

show that there is strength in

numbers as they unite together

in an attempt to stop the

University's proposed tuition

Supporters of Governor

Florio's Tuition

Stabilization Incentive

Program rallied in the state

capital to voice their

concerns.
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At the occupation of the

University switchboard,

students handcuffed themselves

to each other and to a heater

declaring that they will remain

until the administration agreed

to a list ofstudent demands.

Police supervision was required

as a result of actions taken by a

group of concerned students who
occupied the Bishop House Ad-

ministration Building on the

College Avenue Campus.

More than 1,000 angry students

marchedfrom the Busch

Campus over the Route 1

8

bridge to Brower Commons in

opposition to the "not guilty"

verdict in the controversial

Rodney King case.
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ECADE
OF MUSCLE

'A'

sually when mass,

density and symmetry

are mentioned physics

comes to mind. The College Ave.

gym was filled on the night of April

15, 1992, to show off this mass,

density and symmetry. This year

marked the decade of muscle here

on the banks of Rutgers. The men

and women got on stage to perform

routines that showed off years of

hard work at the Mr./Ms. Rutgers

body building competition.

These contestants generally go

unnoticed during the school year.

Yet, they can be seen working out

religiously in the Sonny Werblin

and College Ave. gyms. Once these

contestants strut their stuff on

stage, you can only help but won-

der why you don't work out too.

With the summer quickly ap-

proaching, you can only dream of

looking that good on the beach.

Body building is judged in three

different rounds. Muscularity is de-

termined in the first round. The

second round deals with symmetry

or in common

terms to see if

one arm or leg is

significantly

bigger than the

Mr./Ms. Rutgers brings

students to CAC Gym to

cheer for the best body.

other. In the third round of judg-

ing, what the audience is allowed to

see, the contestants pose to per-

sonally seleaed music. There are

different weight classes, light-

weight, middle-weight, and heavy-

weight in which the contestants

compete in. Recently, there has

been a greater interest in mixed

doubles. These routines are the

most gracefiil because both phy-

siques can accentuate one another.

Tbe opening of the 10th an

nual Mr. & Ms. Rutgers fo

cused on mixed doubles, Ac
centuating their partner,

strongest points, the mixec

doubles is the most graceful Oj

routines.

The mixed doubles winner.

Lisa Plasters and Pett

Antonakis pose for tht

screaming crowd. In theit

shocking red posing suits

Lisa and Pete mesmerized tht

crowd with their physiques.
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TODAY'S

ether it is snowing or the

sun is shining, whether it is

hot or cold, or whether it is

raining or dry, you will

always find people roaming

outdoors. As diverse as the

people that attend this

school, so to is the weather.

Here at Livingston College

you see all different kinds of

weather, and with this you

see people clad in different

weather gear — from the all-

purpose duck boot to that

nifty yellow rain slicker. For

people at Livingston, weather

provides an excuse to get out

of class, or walk, or

whatever.

Weather has a great deal

to do with fashions of the

students on campus. When it

rains, there are varying types

of umbrellas to be seen. The

umbrellas range from small,

to large, to enormous — fit

for groups of three or more.

Duck boots are also a very

popular rainy day fashion.

There seemed to be so much
rain this year that when we
did first get a nice day,

students went crazy. The first

hint of a warm, sunny day

brought about students

dressed in shorts and t-shirts.

These heat spells did not last

long however. It was not

long before students were

back in sweaters, sweatshirts

and winter coats.

"Rainy days and Mondays

always get me down." This

lyric holds true for students

at Livingston. Rainy days

give students an excuse to

skip classes. When it's

raining, students feel la2y,

and as a result decide not to

go to class. Sunny days yield

the same result. Students

decide not to go to class, but

for different reasons. When
it's sunny out, students will

lay out in an attempt to

"catch some rays".

College students are

always looking for an excuse

out of classses and the

weather is one such excuse.

So when there's a threat of

rain, sleet, or snow; or an

absolute perfea sunny day

students will usually be

outside (and not in class).
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As soon as "shorts" weather

hits, students hang outside; it's

a perfect excuse to skip class

and do more important things,

such as, work on a tan.

With sunshine as a blanket, this

student enjoys a short nap. The
twenty minutes between classes

allows just enough time to get a
much needed "Power Snooze"

.

Sure rain is needed to water

flowers and trees, but it always
seems to wait until the most

inconvient times to rain.

Livingston College Spring

Weekend would not be complete

without the annual shower.

The high winds that accompany
rain make students feel as if they

have been caught in a tornado.

As students walk to Tillett they

are often blown away by the

sudden gusts ofwind.

TODAY'S WEATHER FORCAST 5
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I
weekendj

Rain, rain, go away. Come again . . . On Spring Weekend. Spring

Weekend is thar fun time every Spring where Livingston College

students gather for a campus-wide carnival. Traditionally though,

there has not been a Spring Weekend without RAIN! The inclement

weather has been with Spring Weekend for many years past that this

year the organizers anticipated this faa and made arrangements

accordingly. This years' festivities were hardly traditional — new,

innovative events and student booths highlighted the festival, making

it a unique experience for 1992.

First, Spring Weekend was split into two days of events. The first

day was Spring Madness, sponsored by the Residence Hall Councils.

At Spring Madness, students participated in a variety of events ranging

from bubblegum blowing contests to vol-

leyball games. Students had a blast playing

these games and winning prizes. Students

also enjoyed the food that was provided for

this event. Luckily the weather held up for

Friday's events, but Saturday did not fare as

well.

Spring Fest, the second day of events, did

not enjoy the same weather as the first day.

Though the skies were gloomy and overcast,

even the weather could not put a damper on

the festivities. Sponsored by the Livingston

Program Board and a host of student or-

ganizations. Spring Fest was a hit according

to the students participating. Students were

amused with the Fortune Teller and the

Win-a-Fish booth as well as the Human

Gyroscope and the Velcro Jumping Wall.

The highlight of Spring Fest was the musical

entertainment. A line up of four bands —
Faith, Dream Warriors, Reggee Plus and 3rd

Bass — played throughout the day. Cotton

candy, downs and charaaer aaists rounded

up the festivities making Spring Weekend

1992 a little wet and a lot of fiin.

he water balloon toss became a fun-

drenching test of how well pairs of

roommates could work together. Luckily

most oftheparticipants werepreparedfor

the "mishandling" of the water balloons.
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Cotton candy has become a staple at

Rutgers festivies. The taste of the

pink sugar on the tongue reminds us of

carnivalsfrom our youthful past.

performing bands.
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alented character artists were at

hand during Spring Fest 1992 to

entertain the student body with their ar-

tistic abilities. Students waited in line to

await the chance to be drawn.

yjj^kM hat's cookin'? The Minority Busi-

^m^K fjgjj Association ran the popular

funnel cake booth. This was a nice change

from the same old desserts at Tillett and

after all, what would a carnival be with-

outfunnel cake!
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J. eady, pull! Resdience Hall Coun-

cils sponsored various field events,

such as a Tug-o-War, which provided to

he fun for all those involved,

ights! Camera! Music! College Hall

was transformed into a music hall,

and students enjoyed listening to many

different musical groups sponsored by

L.O.C.O. — Livingston's Own Concert Or-

ganization.

ound and 'round and 'round he

goes, where he stops no one knows.

Students were able to become a living

gyroscope where fun-lovers spun in every

direction, except towards their books!
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eady, set, go! Students competed all

day in a variety ofgames and races

during Spring Madness, Here, students

were teamed up in a running relay race,

fhis card means that you will he rich

andfamous , , , and this card means

you will loose all your fortunes , , , Many
students had their Tarot Cards read in

an attempt to look into their future.
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hoot the candle out! Spring Madness

had various games for students to

participate in. Here, students tried to

extinguish a candle flame by shooting it

with a water gun.

tep right up, throw a hall and win a

fish! One of the most successful

booths at Springfest 1992 was the "Win a

Pish" table. Many students tried their

luck to win a pet fish.

'oilyball proves to be a game that

everyone enjoys, though a friendly

game can easily turn into a heated com-

petition in a matter ofseconds.
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As a result of the many cam-

pus assults aganist women,

students in outrage posted a

list of demands on Douglass

College' s Dean Mary
Hartman's door demanding

action by the university.

The Take Back the Night

march is an annual event,

which happens across college

campuses around the United

States, allows the women of

Rutgers to express their views

and rights.

E

UNITE

Women's issues have been

at the forefront of the news

both across the campus

and the nation this year.

The wax dripped down

the white candle and

burned my hand. It was

very hot and it stung, but I did not

really notice. The tears that filled

my eyes were not caused by the

wax, but from all the pain those

surrounding me had suffered. It

was "Take Back the Night" and as

I looked around the steps of Brower

Commons, I

saw so many fa-

miliar faces.

Faces of friends

and classmates

— those who

have been hurt

and those who

were supporting the healing.

Take Back the Night was started

after a woman was raped in a

UCLA library and officials refiised

to do anything because she "should

not have been out so late." Wom-
en's issues are infinite and no one

can even attempt to cover them all

in one night. But the march is a

start — first a rally to raise aware-

ness of oppressions that women are

fighting. After an exhilarating rally

with music and cheers, the women

who participated joined hands and

walked as one down George Street.

The strength of each other pro-

teaed us from the evils who spat

and cursed at us. We were women

and proud.

We marched up Union St.

where fraternity men offered invites

to party with them later on. Not

tonight, we had something more

important to attend to. We pa-

raded on, to Brower Commons,

where we were greeted by what

seemed to be hundreds of people.

There we read the Survivor Wall,

filled with its horrid stories, but

proving that on can survive. We
talked, and scremed, and cried —
but it helped. It really did.

At the end of the night, which

was actually early the next day, my
roommate turned to me and said,

"Do you think that after we grad-

uate we'll come back and bring our

kids and march.'" I turned back

and whispered in my hoarse voice,

"I hope we don't have to."
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"Gay, Straight, Black or

White — We have the right

to walk at night." Many
Rutgers women participated

in a march down George

Street, in a rally to empower

women.

At the Survival Wall in

front of Brower Commons,

six women recited a poem

which helped set the mood of

the evening. This night

proved to be an emotional

evening for both Rutgers

women and men.
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Here women stand before the

Survival Wall chanting.

However these chants soon

turned to tears. The night was

an emotional rollercoaster, with

feelings rangingfrom anger, to

fear, to love, to support.

Many brave women came before

the supportive crowd to tell of

their experiences ofsexual

harrassment and other such

social injustices. Those gathered

were moved by these personal

accounts.
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ther it rains or shines,

Rutgers students are always

up for a party. This years' two

biggest college-wide parties

did not fare too well in the

weather depatment, but the

rain and the cold did not stop

the student body.

At Rutgers Colleges' cel-

ebration, Deinerfest, students

had an opportunity to par-

ticipate in a variety of fun

activities that brought them

back to their childhood days.

Making your own Spin Art

and T-shirt Tie Dying were

amongst the most popular

with the student body. Some

unique booths included the

Pie Toss sponsored by Alpha

Phi Omega Service Fraternity;

here students had to test their

coordination and skill to hit

the target — an A-Phi-O

Brother. While walking

through the carnival students

were surrounded with cotton

candy, live music, friends as

well as hot dogs and ham-

burgers.

For most students, the only

time one will find themselves

on Cook Campus is during

Ag Field Day. Probably the

wildest and biggest beer fest

you will ever go to in your

life, Ag Field Day year after

year proves to be the biggest

party at Rutgers. Ag Field

Day is an open house to Cook

College, where students can

visit the farms and pet the

animals. There are also a va-

riety of events and entertain-

ment planned all day. Animal

Sounds annually hosts live

bands to liven up the crowd,

but the real fun begins at the

Newell and Starkey Apart-

ment Complexes. The entire

Rutgers community meets in

this small area on campus and

drinks . . . and drinks . . . and

drinks! Many students say

that if you remember Ag
Field Day you were not there

long enough.

The Newell and Starkey

Apartment Complexes be-

comes one enormous party

each year during Ag Field

Day.
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Here's pie in your eye! Student

organizations, like Alpha Phi

Omega Service Fraternity, set

up activity booths for the

students enjoyment.

The Spring weather marks the

time when students pack away

their heavy winter clothes and

pull out the T-shirts and shorts.

Deinerfest gives the students a

chance to add some color to

their clothes with tie-dying.

Spring takes you back to the

days ofyour youth. Remember

Spin-Art? Well at Deinerfest,

you can regain your youth and
take your colorful creation with

you.

I
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Millions of Kurds Die Fleeing

About 2 million Iraqi Kurds and other minorities fled north

in April 1991 when Kurdish rebels in the north and Shiite

Muslim rebels in the south failed to oust President Saddam
Hussein in the aftermath of the Persian Gulf War. At least

6, 700 of the Iraqi refugees diedfleeing to the Turkish border.

The most common causes of death among the Kurds were

diarrhea, respiratory infections and trauma, the Center of

Disease Control reported, 63 percent of all deaths occurred

among children under age five.

Military units from the U. S. and at least 7 other countries

participated in a relief effort along with civilian agenciesfrom

about 20 countries. The relatively quick, cooperative response

helped keep the death rate as low as it was.

Oil Fields Set Ablaze
Firefighters were unprepared for the sight they

were met with in Kuwait — scores of oil wells

sending plums of red and orange flames 30 yards

into the air. Oil lakes and soot blackened the sand.

During the seven-month Iraqi occupation ofKu-

wait, more than 730 oil wells were damaged or set

ablaze. Teams from the United States, Canada,

Iran, Kuwait, Hungary and France are all working

together to clean up this environmental disaster.

Oil experts say that if the efforts continue at the

same rate, the wells should be capped before the end

ofthe year.
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The Aftermath of War

American Heros Come Home
Desert Storm Commander General H. Horman

Schwarzkopfgave a thumbs up to the crowd as he made
his way up Broadway during New York's Operation Wel-

come Home ticker tape parade in June 1991.

Schwarzkopf, General Colin Powell and Defense Sec-

retary Dick Cheney were the grand marshals of the New
York parade, with over 600,000 people turning out to

welcome the soldiers home. More than 1 million people

attended a welcome home parade May 19 in Hollywood,

and an estimated 800,000 turned out for the parade in

Washington D. C.

"U.S.A.! U.S.A.!" theflag-waving crowd chanted during

a halfhour of nighttime fireworks over the East River in

New York City. The $1 million display was accompanied

by the New York Pops Orchestra.
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Civil War Erupts
in Yugoslavia

Both Croatia and Slovenia pro-

claimed independence on June 25,

and within 24 hours, military tanks

were rolling toward border cross-

ings and airports, attempting to se-

cure the country. Strong ethnic and
political divisions have existed in

the country for centuries, but the

peaceful co-existence that has been

maintained in the region for dec-

ades has splintered.

Serbia's Communist-turned-
Socialist president wants Yugosla-

via to survive as a federation even if

Slovenia and Croatia seceded. But
he says the Serb minority in Cro-

atia must remain part of the fed-

eration. He is accused by Croatia of
covertly backing Serbian militants

in the neighboring republic who are

fightingfor territory.
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otal Eclipse

of the Sun
On July 11, 1991, the

moon slipped over the

sun in the celestial cer-

emony of the eclipse,

turning day into night

for thousands of viewers

and scientists. About
500 astronomers and
tens of thousands of
tourists came to see the

moon line up between

the sun and Earth and
plunge into darkness a

160-mile-wide swath
stretching from Hawaii

to Mexico.

Peace Pact
Signed

President F. W. de
Klerk, African National

Congress president Nel-

son Mandela and Zulu
Inkatha leader
Mgngosuthu Buthelezi

came together in Sep-

tember 1991 when black

and white leaders gath-

ered to sign a peace pact
in a bid to end faction

fighting that has
claimed hundreds of
lives in South Africa.

The accord, which cre-

ated groups to investi-

gate violent acts by
ploice and citizens,

marked the first joint

agreement between the

government and the two
main black movements.

World Leaders Meet for Economic Summit

Leaders of the world's seven largest in-

dustrial democracies arrived in London on

July 14, 1991, for the Economic summit
focusing on aid for the Soviet Union.

Mikhail Gorbachev made a two-hour pres-

entation to the nations' leaders. By the close

ofthe summit, the leaders had offered tech-

nical assistance and a special association

with the International Monetary Fund, but

not the enormous economic aid he had
sought.
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THOMAS VS. HILL
Forty-three year old Clarence Thomas grew up poor,

Black and Democratic in Pinpoint, Georgia, but later

switched parties and became a controversial symbol of
Black conservatism.

"Only in America, " Thomas said after President Bush
announced his nomination as the second Blackjustice on

the Supreme Court. Thomas will succeed Thrugood Mar-
shall who has retired.

In addition to the controversy ofThomas' legal views, a

charge ofsexual harassment was brought aganist him by

law professor Anita Hill. Thomas vehemently denied that

allegations and said "This is Kafkaesque. Enough is

Enough. " After much debat over who was right and who
was wrong — Clarence Thomas, Anita Hill, the system

itself— the United States Seante voted to confirm him.

Life has not been the samefor law professor Anita Hill

since going public with allegations that Supreme Court

Justice Clarence Thomas sexually harassed her nearly a

decade ago.

Most of Hill's friends and colleagues described her as

honest, sincere, and a principled person. Although Thom-
as was confirmed, professor Hill insisted that by letting

her story be known she had accomplished everything she

set out to do. "All that's happened has made the general

public much more aware ofsexual harassment than ever

before, " said Hill.

She offered one piecce of advice to victims of sexual

harassment. "Try to find somebody who can help make
you feel that you are not at fault. Find someone you can

trust because you can't take it all out on yourself, you

can't internalize it.

"
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Brush Fire

Sweeps
California

The brush fire that

killed 19 people in Oak-

land, CA, was the cos-

tliest blaze in U.S. his-

tory — the damage was

put at more than $5 bil-

lion. Pushed by 25 mph
winds across brush that

had dried byfive years of

drought, the October

1991 blaze destroyed

more than 1,800 houses

and 900 apartments.

US Hostage
Anderson
is Freed

Terry Anderson
emerged on Dec. 4,

1991, from the dark hole

of 6 years of captivity in

Lebanon and was hand-

ed over to US officials,

ending a brutal hostage

ordeal for both himself

and the United States.

Asked what had kept

him going in capitivity,

Anderson, said it was his

companions, his faith

and his stubbornness.
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Coup in Soviet

Union Marks the

Seperation of

Republics

This year was a year of great

change in the Sonet Union. Pres-

ident Mikhail S. Gorbachev and his

family were placed under house ar-

rest in the Crimea on August 19,

1991, as an eight-man emergency

committee led by Vice-President

Gennady Yanayev took power in a

coup attempt in the Soviet Union.

There were many crowds ofper-

plexed people wandering the many
Soviet tanks parked behind the Red
Square during the military coup.

Convoys ofSoviet tanks moved into

Moscow, less than two miles from

the Kremlin. The Communist hard-

liners who ousted Gorbachev sent

the army's tanks rolling within a

mile of the Russian Parliament

building where Russian President

Boris Yeltsin was staying. Yeltsin

called in Russians to resist the take-

over, and resist they did. Construct-

ing a human wall around Yeltsin's

headquarters, his supporters de-

manded Gorbachev's return.

On the Wednesday that the Com-
munist Party denounced the take-

over, Yanayev and the other coup

leaders fled Moscow. Latvia and

Estonia declared immediate inde-

pendence from the Soviet Union.

The Coupfailed, and before the day

of the coup was through, all coup

leaders were arrested except for In-

terior Minister Boris Pugo, who re-

portedly killed himself. Freedom

has come to the Soviet Union.
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Magic Tests Positive for HIV
Magic Johnson, whose beaming smile and sparkling

play entertained basketball fans for more than a decade,

announced on November 7, 1991, that he had tested

positive for the AIDS virus and was retiring.

"Because oftheHIV virus I have attained, I will have to

announce my retirement from the Lakers today, " John-

son told reporters at the Forum, where he played for 12

superstar seasons with the Los Angeles Lakers.

"I plan on going on, living for a long time," he said.

Johnson said he would become an AIDS activist and

campaign for safe sex. More than just a basketball star

who led the Lakers to five NBA championships, Johnson

has been a philanthropist, a prominent corporate spokes-

man and a role modelfor young people.

Mattingly Gets Cut
Don Mattingly received national attention in August,

1991, for more than his baseball expertise. A flat refusal

to get a haircut resulted in his being benched just before

the New York Yankees' game aganist Kansas City.

The hair-raising issue came to a close just days later

when bullpen catcher Carl Taylor gave Mattingly a trim.

The Haircut took 30 minutes and Taylor took a little off

the back, where Mattingly 's brown locks curled on his

collar.
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Twins Win
World Series

After all the twists,

turns, and tension, the

closest of World Series

ended in the closest of

games. The Minnesota

Twins and Jack Morris

squeezed past the Atlan-

ta Braves 1-0 on pinch-

hitter Gene Larkin 's sin-

gle in the bottom of the

10th inning on October

27. 1991, to win Game 7

and end baseball's most

dramatic odyssey.

"Someone had to go

home a loser, but there's

no loser in my mind,"

Morris said, "those are

two of the greatest

teams.

"

Redskins
Wins Super
Bowl XXVI
On an April day in

1986, Mark Rypien
awoke at 6:30 am . .

.

then waited all day and
night to be told he had
been drafted by the

Washington Redskins in

the sixth round.

Most of Super Bowl
Sunday 1992, like that

draft day, was spent in

anticipation of the big-

gest game Rypien would

ever play. Most of the

evening was spent com-

pleting 18 ofthe 33 pass-

es for 292 yards and two

touchdowns. And most

of the night was spent

celebrating the Red-

skins' third Super Bowl
win in a decade.
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Vote

Presidential Election Race Heats Up Around Campus and
Nation as Students Mobilize for the November Election

The field was open. There were many candidates and
much support for each one. As time past, however, some
candidates dropped out as others entered the presidental

race. For the first time in years, voters seemed to beg for

answers and solutions to their problems.

As a community of individuals facing problems, people

looked to the candidates. Probing for support from their

constituents, the candidates listened. In the beginning, there

was Gov. Bill Clinton, Sen. Paul Tsongas and Sen. Jerry

Brown each taking a different stance of the political spec-

trum.

Early in the candidates fight for the presidential nom-
ination. Sen. Paul Tsongas dropped out of the race due to

lack offunds. His name however remained on some states'

primary ballots. There were now only two national figures

fightingfor the nominationfrom its party. Sen. Jerry Brown
was accused of being a radical liberal. With such a stance,

most Americans did not come out in large support; not long

into the campaign he too backed out. Gov. Bill Clinton

became the media's choice as President. Poitical cartoons,

such as Doonesbury, pokedfun at the overwhelming support

he receivedfrom the media.

A new spotlight shone on a person named H. Ross Perot. A
billionaire businessman from Texas took the nation by
storm as the first independent candidate with enough sub-

stantial support from the public to disrupt the two party

American system. Petitions were established to acknowledge
Perot as a viable candidate. With the swell ofhis popularity,

this wave of excitement soon came crashing down, even-

tually leading him to drop out of the race.

The Democratic Party was not the only party with lack of
support. Republican Pat Buchanan shook many Americans
with his ultra-conservative views on such issues as equality.

Buchanan never made a viable candidate.

President Bush was under pressure from the public to

dismiss his Vice-President, yet despite public opinion, Bush
kept Quayle. The GOP confronted the issue of abortion on

its platform while in Houston for the Convention. Taking a

pro-life stance, many women became outraged; as a result

some left while others remained with the party. With only

the final stretch of the campaign left, people across the

nation have been urged to get out there and vote!
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your new dorm at Livingston, new students quickly get a feel for their new

family. Residence Advisors cheerfully greet incoming students and pre-

pare them for the year ahead. Upon walking in to your new room, most

look and think, "it's a prison cell", but with a poster or two here and a few

personal touches there, it will in no time at all feel just like home.

For underclassmen, housing means one of two things — the Towers or

the Quads. Each residence area has a character and personality of its own.

Tower residents enjoy a beautiful scenic view of campus from their

lounges as well as a good view of the sunrises and sunsets. Quad residents

enjoy the conviences of the underground tunnels to travel between houses

to visit friends. Upperclassmen have three possible options: (1) enjoying

on-campus apartment life in the Nichols Apartment Complex on the

Busch Campus, (2) opt to take a single in either the Towers or Quads, or

(3) make the move off-campus and live in an apartment off College Ave.

Every day and in every way students make valuable contributions to the

unique charaaer of Livingston RESIDENCIES.

A OF OUR OWN
77



Students

akc move to new home

Oh my gosh! Do you mean it's that time

again?? WeU, okay let's see who can help me

MOVE IN??? No, it's not college life that's bad,

it's moving in! This is experienced by every on-

campus student, and many wonder if it will ever

end once staaed. So, where does it start?

It all begins at home with packing. Trying to

pack a couple of days before is a miracle and

packing the night before is typical. What's

needed? Everything and absolutely anything

that you can probably use sometime in the

future.

Once everything you own on this earth is

packed up and ready to go, you have to load up

the car to make the trek to school. For all those

times you were embarassed of your parents

woody station wagon, you now realize that they

bought it for days just like this one. Packing the

car can be an art form, placing each create neatly

in the car in an attempt to maximize the space.

After the car is all packed and everyone is

ready, you depart your home thinking of course

that you left something there. Soon enough you

arrive on campus, and drive around looking for

your new dorm as well as a spot to unload your

belongings.

The act of actually moving in, isn't really the

hell you thought is would be. Most students go

to the housing office and borrow a hand-truck

to make the big move easier. After five or six

good trips back and forth from your car, all of

your junk is finally in your new room. Boxes and

crates are piled high and scattered all over the

room; so much so that you can't see bed or the

floor.

Though you may feel like retiring for the

night because you are completely exhauseted

from moving in, your day has barely begun.

You now have to UNPACK everything that

you brought with you.

Before moving a single

box or crate in, students

must first sign in with

housing and get their

room keys.
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Residencies
reate strong communities

Here stands the Ear-

nest A. Lynton Towers-

South. This is just one

ofthe residence halls lo-

cated on Livingston.

It is college where we realize how important our friends are in our lives.

And when you look back at your four years at RU, you will remember all

the good times you had with your friends.

Friends form a big part of your college life. Looking back, you see how

many friends you've actually kept in touch with. It's funny — suddenly a

new year begins, and new people will come in your life and it will only be

those few that you actually become dose with. Examine those you hung

out with freshman year to those you hang out with your senior year. You

might still have the gang, but you realize that there were people who

drifted in and out as your circle of friends changed.

During your freshman year, you find yourself in a frenzy trying to meet

so many people; some from your dorm, some from classes, others from

back home, and then there's always those who are friends of friends. Soon

you form your own group of friends with whom you do everything with.

Many friendship circles are formed by the people within the residence

hall. The floors and houses in the different residence halls often are the

Stan of many social circles. It is not uncommon to see an entire floor of

residents eating dinner together at Tillett. Neither is it uncommon to walk

past a house lounge to see a dozen people hanging out and talking. While

at school, your dorm serves as you home so many of the people in your

"home" become your extended family.

Residence Advisors try to create a family-like atmosphere among their

residents by organizing a variety of events to unite the group. Pizza nights

and holiday aaivities are among some of the events that bond a floor of

residents together. Just as important as planned events are those spon-

taneous late-night ventures to the beach, the city or wherever.

Most people can link at least one of their best friends with their dorm

from freshman year. For many, the residence hall is the center of their

social network.
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Many house lounges are

often used for games

and activities. Here,

residents of House 28

play a friendly game of

poker that lasts to the

wee hours of the night.

In the dorms, many re-

lationships are formed

between people both for

friendship and a little

more. It is not uncom-

mon to have a floor cou-

ple like this one.
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After a long day of

classes, many students

return to their rooms to

relax before dinner.

Here, a student kicks

backs while reading

The Daily Targum .

The house or floor

lounge becomes a great

place to meet with

friends and catch up on

the days events or form

gossip.
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Chances a great that When the weather is

you will usually run nice, many residents

into at least one cheer- move the party outside

ful face while walking and hang out under the

through the halls of bright blue sky.

your dorm.
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Living away
dds many responsibilities

The motion picture "Home Alone" exem-

plifies what it's like to be on your own for the

first time. At college, students axe given their

first taste of true independence. There's no

curfew, no chores — except for the ones you

impose on yourself.

Basically, at college one is suppose to com-

press everything they own and cherish into one

room if you have a single; Vi of a. room if you

live in a double; or Vi of a room if you are

blessed with being "lucky" enough to have a

triple. Quickly, you experience a rude awak-

ening when mom's not around to let you know

all those little things like . . . when it's dinner

time, when you're running out of your 2-week

supply of clothes and underwear, when the

garbage has to be taken out, and when it's bed

time. What's bed time? One person's bed time

is another person's time to rise and hit the night

life!

The act of cleaning up after oneself also

becomes a learned behavior when you wake up

and hear a crunch from all the Doritos stuck in

between the sheets from the midnight munchies

the night before. You not only have to keep

your room relatively dean for yourself, but more

so for your roommate — after all who likes to

live with a pig?

In addition to routine room chores, there are

bills to take care of. As the saying goes, no news

is good news right? So when you go to your LPO
and get no mail, it's okay, but then it comes to

that day in the first week of every month when

you do get mail — the dreaded phone bill!

Balancing the check book plays a key role at

college in these situations. Most students first

open checking accounts while at school because

bills come out from the wood work everywhere

and cash is not always the answer. From term

bills and books, to phone bills and the monthly

charge card; students are writing out checks left

and right.

Going to college adds a new level of re-

sponsibility in ones life. No longer can they have

their parents do everything for them; it's now

time to take control of ones own life.



Spring cleaning! One of

the responsibilities of

living in the dorms is

cleaning up for yourself

and keeping your room

tidy.

Doing it yourself!

Whenever you wake up in the morning (or afternoon)

and reach into your drawer only to find that one stretched

out, faded pair of underwear that you save for only those

extremely desparate days, you iaiow it's time to do

laundry. Everybody hates to do it, but a majority of us

have no choice in the matter.

First of all many students come to school each year

thinking that they will do laundry once a week in order to

avoid having to carry two loaded baskets of laundry down

to the basement. That will last probably two weeks! The

majority of students do not do laimdry until they are very

desparate — usually when the underwear drawer is get-

ting low.

Once you have separated your colors and whites, you

are ready to make the trek to the laundry room. With

detergent and a text book in hand as well as your trusty

laundry card, you're off. Your luck is good if you get

down there and there's an empty machine, usually though

you may have to wait a few minutes for a load to finish

up. Once you have a machine, all you have to do is load it

and open up the text! Happy laundering.
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Students face

ousing Rules 81 Regulations

1 f

Sometimes, fire drills

are a result of someone

smoking under the

alarm or worst of all,

someone's idea of a

practicaljoke when one

pulls the alarm!

Livingston College students who live in the dorms are faced with

many inconveniences. Two of the most annoying are housing

violations and fire drills. Housing violations can range from mi-

crowaves in dorm rooms to starting fires in the lounge! The

Residence Life Staff is in a constant batde with the students to keep

the residents within regulations. Residence Life Staff has many

rules as to what can and cannot be done while residing in the

dormatories. House 17 was one of Residence Life's biggest head

aches this year. This House participated in many aaivities that

could be considered against Residence Life policies.

Another housing violation that also exists is having pets in dorm

rooms. Pets such as gerbels or hamsters are hidden in closets since

they are the most condusive area of the room for the pets. In faa,

Quad 1 had their very own "Quad Cat"!

Livingston College, like no where else has an incredible knack for

saving its fire drills for the most outrageous times, especially when

everyone is finally asleep. Fortunately, those Quads' Dwellers

usually have fire drills before midnight, but the unlucky Towers'

Residents experience theirs at all times of the night. First year

student Jack McNamara enjoyed his experience during the year's

first fire drill. He said, "I liked the one at 4:00 in the morning

because I was the only one in the South Tower that was still awake

and I got to watch everyone walk out like zombies into the freezing

cold!"

Unfortunately, the rest of the South Tower's 450 other

residents did not have quite as much fun. It's an interesting

thought, but why can't they have fire drills in the afternoon?

Perhaps they don't want to because a lot of us would be at class and

the "Powers that be" would rather wait until the middle of the

night-that way we can all be sure to be made miserable!



Which plug is this for?

Fire hazards and other

housing violations have

become common place

in the dorms at Living-

ston,

Fire drills always seem

to come at the most in-

opportune times. Here

Towers residents await

the bell to return to

their rooms.
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Upperclassmen

ovc over the Raritan

You have finally reached the next level of

responsibility — living in your own apartment.

For many the adjustment takes a while for a

long list of reasons. The big shock about living

off campus is all the bills. There are bills for

who-knows-what. Monthly bills that need to be

paid today, weekly food bills that become out-

rageous, and the rent that was due yesterday.

The responsibility of living off-campus is

overwhelming at first, but once you get the hang

of it you think of how you EVER managed to

live in the dorms. Quickly students learn the an

of cooking a la Chef Boy Ardee instead of the

tofu surprise at Tillett. Some students can never

master this task so they stay on meal plan. Then

students learn the hassle of cleaning the apart-

ment. Many find an appreciation for the clean-

ing staff in the dorms after they've scrubbed

their first toilet bowl. Students also become a

regular handyman as soon as things break or

need to be fixed. From installing shelves in the

kitchen to painting the livingroom, off-campus

residents learn the tricks of being domestic. But

most would agree that it is a small price to pay

to escape from cinder block walls and jail cell

windows. There is a special feeling that many

off-campus residents feel when they go home to

their apartment — it's THEIR place and it's

home.

If a person can make it through the spring

semester when they have to find an apartment,

they can achieve anything. The hell of finding

that perfect place begins around the month of

March when the apartment classifieds in The

Daily Targum goes from one column to two

pages of listings. Every day becomes a ritual —

you run early in the morning to grab a

newspaper, search through all the listings,

figure out which ones sound good, call and

leave a message at at least ten different

places, get your group together and arrange a

time when ALL of you can see the place, try

to get there before someone else signs the

lease, love it, leave it, or loose it!. . .and start

all over. Try to do all this everyday and still

go to classes, do your work and have fun too.

Now you know why most people are frazzled

around April.

When it all comes together and you finally

find that perfea (or dose to perfea) place

you'll think to yourself that it was all worth it

. . . until you have to do it all over again.

Living off-campus pro-

vides many alterna-

tives for students. Here

a student decides to

cook-in as opposed to

eating out at one of the

fine dining halls.
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Off-campus life bring

many new responsibil-

ities. Food shopping be-

comes a new chore that

must be done. To save

some money, students

often find themselves

clipping coupons.

Signs like these are

common at the end of

the Spring semester.

Students who decide to

"move off must go

apartment hunting for

the perfect place.
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College reflect the style of a liberal arts college which is committed to

provide an appreciation for learning. The Area Distribution Requirements i

are the core courses added to round out the education of Livingston

students. These classes examine values, teach multi-culturalism, and
|

become a laboratory for learning. ADR classes ensure that students are

introduced to lingusitic, scientific, and mathematical discoveries.

Livingston's purpose is to produce responsible, capable, informed, and

effeaive people to serve as agents of change. Livingston College fosters an

intense intellectual and human involvement in the world. It develops the
|

student's capacity to enrich their own lives and the lives of others. With a I

wide variety of majors open to choose from, the ADR's offer students a

taste of it all.

The academic atmosphere at Livingston is unique because students can

develop to their fiill potenital in a small community while also having the

advantages of a wide choice of programs and fields of study in the larger

university. The educational style of Livingston encourages students to

challenge stereotypes, prejudices, and narrow-minded thoughts. By de-

veloping a deeper understanding of others, one can learn more about

themselves and benefit from a unique ACADEMIC environment.

A OF OUR OWN
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s at Rutgers, jiisi w hen you least expect it you too«

will encounter the Screw. No^\ there are a few laws to remember about

t) Wherever you go firsFto geWe^gj^ill not be

right place; (2.) The right place is only found four campuses and ten

offices later; (3.) The line you are standing in is never the right line; (4.)

If something can get lost, it will; (5.) If you don't have a copy, it will get

lost immediately; (6.) You are not alone; everyone goes through it some

time.

The tricky thing about the R.U. Screw is that it may be lurking

virtually anywhere. It resides in Financial Aid, but has been known to

visit the Dean's Office, Records and Transcripts, Advising, the Post

Office, the Cashier's Office, Residence Life, Housing, and even the

ACADEMICS



find out I couldi

On an ut

:iiat ^ the

nv cl

ine. In fact, for a whil

event of the season, forget the bars, fJ

place to meet, socialize, and see peo]

school. Relationships have been start(

winds its way forward. Well, now the

Add/Drop may be done hassle-free w^

but won't that just take all the fun out

past history on developing efficient adi

ably have not accounted for the fact thai

for classes at the same time! Good Luc!

full efi

lAdd/Drop becomes the social

^et the frats, Add/Drop is the

you haven't seen since high

ind ended, all while the line

[iversity is changing things and

the touch of a phone button,

|f the misery?!? Given Rutgers

listrative systems, they prob-

[5,000 students will be calling
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Buying books. . .that's something we're all familiar with, but it's not exactly something

that brings nice thoughts or memories. The first two weeks or so of the semester are the

busiest; that is, if you decide to buy your books at all.

Many students find cheaper ways to aid their studies. Instead of buying the often grossly-

overpriced books firom one of the bookstores, students may find their required books in one of

the campus libraries or even on their roommates bookshelf] Students often sell their books to

other students for a price that is a few dollars cheaper than at any of the bookstores. This

benefits the seller as

well as the buyer,

since the seller would

probably not get

more than a buck for any book they sell back and the buyer would get a price that is less than

the stores.

If you do decide to buy your books, you basically have to deal with tremendously long lines

that seem to last for hours— sometimes for just one lousy book! And as if that's not enough,

there's a good chance that you're going to have to catch one of the ever-aowded campus

buses to get to one of the other bookstores because the Livingston bookstore doesn't have all

the books you need!

This ordeal can be a

big inconvenience to

many students.

Even if all thebook stores carry the same books, we would still have to go hopping

from New Jersey Books, to the Livingston Bookstore, to the Rutgers U. Bookstore, and to the

Co-op of Douglass and Cook in order to compare all the prices!

After the headache of the bookstores ends, a new one begins with Kinko's and Pequod for

all of those extaneous (and expensive) course packets fiill of "important" and/or "usefiil"

information.

However, we shouldn't ignore the faa that the bookstores do serve other purposes besides

providing our textbooks. After all, they have food for those late-afternoon munchies and

snacks. They also sell

Xr::^ of knowledge df KV-
rate our rooms with.

Oh . . . and let's not forget about all the personalized RU items — everything firom

sweatshirts, hats, pens, shot glasses, all the way to car stickers and ash trays. The bookstores

offer students a whole lot of services, many of which are "hell" but all a part of college life.

cairds -for+he pvJiinsMif



"How much does this book cost?" Here are two happy students

Students search for used books or searching for their books. Un-

share the cost of buying a book fortunately, these smiles will

with a friend in the class in turn into frowns when they go to

order to save money. the checkout.
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A pensive student tries to keep

up with the professor's lecture.

Many times professors speak too

fast that your hand just can't

keep up with the information

that is being hurled at you.

However, good notes are crucial

to studying, so keep up with the

lecture!

In resitations, students receive

the one to one instruction that is

sometimes needed to make com-

plex readings and confusing lec-

tures clear.
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Your alarm rings loudly, waking your body (and mind?) from a sound and peaceful

slumber. The diought of getting out from under your warm, cozy covers just doesn't seem

appealing at the moment. You press snooze and once again rest your head on the soft pillow

and go back to sleep to try to finish the dream that your alarm clock so rudely interrupted.

After repeating this routine a few times, some of us actually get up to go to class.

Class?!? What's that! Well, the answer differs from each person. For some, it's a place to

talk with friends besides those who live in the same dorm. Some like to go to class to meet

new people, or to share

stories about the week-

end events. Others enjoy

class because that cute guy/girl (or Professor, in some cases) in the front of the room is so

much fun to stare at! But believe it or not, some students actually go to classes to learn. Yeah,

you read it correctly. Some go to learn about how and why the world works, or to

contemplate wheater the world even exists. Classes can be a fascinating place to ask and

answer questions and to explore many facets of our culture, as well as cultures of other people.

Of course, some Professors are more interesting than others. Two different Professors can

teach the same course, but their classes can be completely opposite. One can make the class so

. interesting that you

CIOI^S Is Off+€h holrOleIr ^^^Id even up for

first period on a Friday

to attend (o.k., maybe

not Friday), and the other Professor could be so boring that everyone's asleep after the first

five minutes. We've all had classes where the hour and twenty minutes seemed like an

eternity so naturally, we try to avoid those classes as often as possible.

Besides the intellectually stimulating content of the classes, there are other reasons to go to

class. Many Profes-

thoin the adval cl4SS.
provides a good incentive to attend those classes; another reason may be because of an exam

coming up or an exam being handed back.

Whatever the reasons are for attending (or skipping) classes, we must remember that we

are here to learn and after our four (or five) years here, we may never have such a wonderful

opportunity again.





ills

Professors at Rutgers are schol-

ars in their respecive fields,

therefore they are always helpful

in providing students with cred-

ible information. When a ques-

tion comes along, your professor

is a good source to find the an-

swer.

It is often very important to at-

tend lectures because professors

often discuss different topics that

may not be in the text.

Even though many classes at

Rutgers have 100+ students in

them, there is still an opportu-

nity to receivepersonal attention

with the faculty.
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To (3et thdf "^i."

Libraries are a very peculiar place. For some, it is a place to study, for some it is a place to

do research, and for others it is a place to hang out with friends. At first the library can be very

confusing. First of all, the second floor of the Kilmer Library is perfectly symmetrical therefore

you can easily become disoriented if you walk up the wrong flight of steps. After walking

around the place one or two times, you become a pro. Soon enough the stacks of books will

feel like home . . . just in time to do that research paper.

Doing library re-

search at Rutgers is

always an adventure.

Your Expos class first

orientates you with the library system, but eventually you're on your own. Mastering the IRIS

system is vital to your success. If and when you can locate the book or journal you need on the

computer, chances are that it's at one of the other libraries, it's taken out, or it's lost

somewhere at Rutgers. Quickly it becomes obvious that you can't wait until the last minute

to do research! Once you eventually gather all your materials, you can finally start the actual

paper. Many people say that finding the information is harder than actually writing the paper.

Kilmer Library is

an excellent facility

for those students

that do not have their

own computer; the library is furnished with a computer center that adequately serves the

students — the wait for a computer is never as long as it is at the Roost! Whether you are

writing a paper or studing for an exam, the Kilmer Library is the place to go. It's often less

crowded than the other Rutgers libraries and the atmosphere is more condusive for studying.

It is inevitable, however, that you will at one time or another have to go to another library at

Rutgers.

Alexander Library, the main research library at Rutgers, is located on the College Ave.

Campus, which hous-

es most of those ob-

scure journals and pe-

riodicals that every

professor wants to see in your paper. In addition to Alexander, there is also the Mable Smith

Douglass Library, the Library of Science and Medicine, and a newly expanded Art History

Library expeaed to open in the fall of 1992; which are all located on the New Brunswick

campuses. Whether it's research that brings you to a particular library or just a quite corner,

students (or at least their GPA's) will benefit from the time spent there.

Bt-uolehts search for

thoif qiAi-he corner



Study habits vary from student

to student. Many find it advan-

tageous to study at the library,

where it is quiet {usually) and

you can concentrate on your

readings.

To avoid the last minute exam
cram, most students study con-

tinually throughout the semes-

ter, following the readings of

their class schedules.
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For undeclared majors, the Gen-

eral Advising center is imper-

ative in order to get classes. Of-

ten students are unsure of what

they need to take, or what they

actually can take; therefore gen-

eral advisors assist students

with class selection.

The Academic Information

Center is a place where students

can come to check if a class is

open for enrollment, has been

cancelled, or has been re-

scheduled to another campus.

HI
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When class registration times arrives at Rutgers University, the level of frustration among

students rises. The procedure is painstakenly long, tedious, and hard.

Deciding exaaly what courses to take is not simple. The best way to decide is to talk to

advisors and upperdassmen in your major to find out what classes and professors are

interesting. They can also advise you about classes that should be avoided. The scheduling

book becomes your "Bible" as you consider the time schedules. You must fit everything in

while trying to avoid first periods, classes that meet on Douglass, and anything that meets on

Fridays! Of course, other faaors may also play a role in what you consider, such as, what

classes your friends

/\
I I i ^ are taking, what is re-

OTUOl^hTS COmp our in 'l^^'^d for your ma-

f jor, the amount and

cost of books needed

for the class, if the class is considered a "blow-off," and making sure all of those ADR's are

completed.

After you finally design the perfea schedule, it is time to get an adviser's signature unless

you have declared your major, then you can inscribe your own name. Next comes a venture

over to Lucy Stone Hall, with fingers aossed hoping your classes are not already dosed.

Expea denial from the lady behind the Add-Drop desk if you show up on the wrong day of

registration by dass, if you try to sign up for too many aedits, if your signature was forged by

your roommate, or if

you pass out while

waiting in line. And

oh, what a line it is!

Handing in your

registration card, there is not much more you can do but wait and hope you are not lost

somewhere in the computer files or deregistered because you owe Rutgers money. A few

weeks later, a white index card arrives in your LPO box. It usually tells you what dasses you

did not get into.

Then the pleading, crying, and begging begins. If you are not a graduating senior your

hopes are slim, but Add/Drop allows students to get out of those horrible dasses and

(sometimes) lets you get into the needed ones. Once a dass is closed, the only solution is to get

spedal permission from

the professor. Although

the running around for

it seems insane, there is

one benefit: you get to

meet your professor face to face and hopefully they will not forget your name.

After a spedal permission card and another signature is obtained, back to the registrar

office. Or you can take advantage of the new touch-tone telephone system to Add/Drop

which was implemented by Rutgers during the summer of 1992. The phone system is a great

improvement and allows student quick access to their schedule while totally avoiding long

lines.

Once the hassle of getting into the dass is finally solved, it is already time for the first paper

of the dass to be handed in!

hopes of ojettinq "H^e

classes +VieM neect.

REGISTRATION AND ADVISING



Yo^ hqve not been +o

There was a time when all was tranquil; when you could study the night before the big

exam and know that you could get that "A" or at least a "B" if it was a bad day. . .What

was that place called again? HIGH SCHOOL!

Calculus, Geology, History, AAAAAAAGH! And that was just one day of exams! The

following day you find that you have a lab due and a 10 page paper. So what's every college

student's response. . .CRAM, CRAM, CRAM! Most students do not realize that a semester's

time can fly by faster than one might think. Before they even realize it, classes are coming to

an end and the dread-

ed exam period starts.

The computers in the

library are running around the dock, with a line of students that is longer than tickets for a

Billy Joel concert. Cramming has a very definite drawback— most other students at Rutgers

are cramming as well because they have procrastinated just as much as you!

It's down to the night before; you haven't been to class in three weeks, you're

photocopying your friends notes, you have four more chapters to still read, and the sun is just

about to aeep over the Livingston Gym. The exam's at 8 am and it's on another campus!

Panic overcomes your entire body; you stop reading the chapters and go right into skimming

every other page. You . . i

have to leave now or C I Q|SS S'lHCe iPnlol " l^'^l^
you'll never make

your exam on Douglass. You grab your book, two sharp number two pencils and run like hell

to the bus stop, trying to skim a chapter on the way. You get a seat on the bus, and everyone

else is doing the same thing— that last minute cram. Next thing you know you are stuck in a

monsterous traffic jam! By the time you get to your classroom, the exam has already

started. . .When the exam is done, you find out that the only two questions you answered,

were answered wrong.

You realize then that the eight hours of "aamming" you did the night before didn't pay

off. The semester . a I

spent sleeping in class CkCiQ 'tY\Q t1H0|IS TD|tlOrrOW'
has taken the worst

possible root, failure. It has finally hit you that studying during the semester might have been

a wise idea. The endless hours of partying and sleeping have proved to be a turn for the worst.

Maybe next time, instead of going to the "frats," you will actually stay home and study.



Semester long procrastination

can sometimes be fixed by

"pulling an all-nighter." Cram-

ming all night long before an

exam, gives students the chance

to have the material fresh in

their minds.

Exhausted students often fall

asleep at the library or the Roost

during exams period. During

this time students spend their

days and nights completely

studying, often forgetting to eat

and sleep.



|au qre twre +hc3in

When coming into Livingston College, one of the first people you are going to encounter

are Dean Johnson, and Dean Bromley. Together with their administrative staff, they will be

the ones who will help you, as well as guide you through your years at the College.

The Livingston College Administration is a group of caring individuals who devote much
of their time to making students' lives easier. These individuals have been educated in various

fields, which involves

them to serve the need

of Livingston students.

The Administration

helps students plan an

appropriate course

schedule, as well as being the backbone of the college.

As an Administrator of the College, one must admire the work, effort and time that they

place in the College. Always coming up with new ideas, they try to make student life more
adaptable, while not

letting the students

forget that their scho-

lastics are always first.

The Livingston

Administration is a very approachable group that is always at hand to assist the students. The

Administration at Livingston is your friend, and are here to help you. Located at Lucy Stone

Hall, in the heart of the campus the administration is there Monday-Friday to help students

with various topics of interest, namely financial aid and scholarships, academic advice and

counseling as well as personal matters. They genuinely have an interest in each and every

Livingston Student.

Livingston Administration has

a great concern on the students

interest. Here an Administrator

converses with one Livingston

student.
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The high powered energy Rutgers' athletics bring to the University is

amazing! The Intercollegiate program has achieved a stature respeaed

across the nation. And rightfully so, in the 1991-1992 season, our football

team joined the Big East, the men's soccer team held the sacred #1 spot in

the polls, and both the Lady and Scarlet Knights basketball teams packed

the RAC to show off their talented skills and players.

Everywhere you look, physical fitness and friendly competition could be

found on campus. From the Stadium and Hale Center to the gyms, our

facilities offered state-of-the-art equipment. However, it did not matter

whether you were headed for the A- 10 championships or were just

goofing off by playing tennis with a friend. The important thing was that

you "just do it". Being involved is what athletics is all about.

Whether we were watching or creating these special moments that

made our year in sports unique, the experience became a part of our

memories and history. No one will forget our viaory over UNLV or the

great baseball come back. Yet, this allows every fan, athlete, coach, and

family member to be included in the anion of RU sports. This year, both

on the fields and in the gym, students styles shone through ATHLETICS.

A OF OUR OWN
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hat do you do with your spare

time at college other than study, party, or sleep? Join one of the many

Livingston College and University-wide organizations. Throughout the

university, Rutgers offers more than 150 different organizations. Student

groups gather to do community service, to make a political statement, for

the pursuit of academics, to represent a culture, for a fraternal bond, for a

recreational aaivity; the list is endless. Many students during their college

years takes part in at least one organization, and some even join as many

groups as there are days in the week. Going to weekly organization

meetings is a big part of student life at Rutgers, enriching the student

beyond the classroom.

Livingston College itself has over 20 college-based organizations serving

the Livingston community. Organizations like our college newspaper, The

Medium and L.O.C.O. — Livingston's Own Concert Organization to

WRLC— Livingston College Radio 1110 AM and Sigma Mu Alpha give

a greater value to one's college experience. ORGANIZATIONS provide

students with a variety of unique opportunities.

A vC^A OF OUR OWN
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The voice of Livingston College

Representing

the interest

of ali

Livingston

students.

The Livingston College Governing

Association (LCGA) is probably the

most influential student-run organization

at Livingston College. The LCGA is the

student-voice at the college, representing

its student body to the University. As

such, the LCGA has a great deal of

power and responsibility.

Broken up into various sub-

committees, members of the LCGA deal

with issues concerning all aspects of life

at Livingston. There are such committees

as Academic Affairs, Student Life, Com-

mitte on Diverse Interests, Legislative

Affairs, Elections and Public Awareness

as well as Financial Allocations.

This year the LCGA had many

accomplishments. Members of the

board played key roles in the for-

mation of USNJ (United Students of

New Jersey) — a student-run lobby

group fighting for student rights

across the state. Also, the board

worked with USSA (United States

Student Association) — a national

student-run lobby group. With US-

SA, the LCGA worked on the

Reauthorization of Higher Education

Aa in Congress. Closer to campus, the

LCGA sponsored a major forum on

'Racism on College Campuses'.

Members of the

Livngston College

Governing Associa-

tion debate various

issues during their

weekly meetings.

The members of the

LCGA are as diverse

as the college student

body. Here are the

board members for

1991-1992.
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The world^s greatest entertainment

At Livingston College there are many

forms of entertainment for the students

to enjoy. Two such organizations are

LOCO — Livingston's Own Concert

Organization and The Livingston Pro-

gram Board. These two organization not

only provide entertairmient for those at-

tending their events, but also provide

experience in the entertainment industry

for the students who are members.

The Livingston Program Board

has sponsored such successful events as

movie nights, comedians, coffee houses

as well as cultural events and trips. All

year round, LPB delivers a calendar full

of events. LPB also hosts special events at

the college such as Spring Fest and the

annual Organization Activities Fair.

LOOO — Livingston's Own
Concert Organization is responsi-

ble for bringing major celebrities to

campus for the Rutgers community.

The 199 1-1992 concert season boast-

ed such musical aas as the Spin Doc-

tors, Lucy Brown, Urban Dance

Squad, as well as the comedic talents

of Perm & Teller and Adam Sandler of

Saturday Night Live fame. LK>CO
also organized a broad variety of mu-

sical groups for Livingston Colleges

Spring Fest, featuring such diverse acts

as Dream Warriors, Faith, Reggee

Plus and headlining 3rd Bass.
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Recruitment is im-

portant to many or-

ganizations. Here a

member of L»0*C»0

tables to recruit

"new blood" into the

organization.

LPB organizes many

different programs

to amuse the stu-

dents. Here, stu-

dents await the

start of the HBO
Comedy Tour.
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The entertainment

newspaper ofLiving-

ston College comes

out every Wednes-

day. Here a medium

editor types in copy

for a deadline.
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Informing and Entertaining Livingston

Nothing is more unique at Liv-

ingston than its own newspaper, The
Livingston Medium. On the Me-

dium's Wednesday circulation day,

breakfast is highlighted with the out-

rageous, unsensored personals the Me-

dium is most known for. When stu-

dents read the Medium they become

aware very quickly that ideas and feel-

ings can be freely expressed without

fear of censorship

The Livingston Medium is like a

car accident. Everybody says they

don't want to see a car accident. But

when it happens people can't keep

their eyes off it.

Campus media does not only re-

volve around what's in print. WRLC,

the Livingston College radio station al-

lows students to express their views and

tastes of music live on the air.

Students have two hour blocks of time

where they're able to say or play what-

ever they want. Some students prefer to

have a talk show in which listeners are

encouraged to call in and ask questions

and or express their opinions. Others

prefer to play different types of music for

instance, rap, classic rock, classical, top

40, techno, etc.

The greatest thing about campus me-

dia is that it is always there for you. You

can just turn on your radio and listen to

WRLC or count down the days til the

next Medium comes out to grab your

copy.

Many students rush

to the campus new-

stands early every

Wednesday morning

to get a copy of this

week's Livingston

Medium.

At WRLC Radio,

there is a variety of

different shows,

from talk shows and
rap to classical mu-

sic and sports re-

ports.
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Student Organizations Promote a

Variety of Different Cultures at RU
Livingston College's motto, "Strength

Through Diversity", is the philosophical foun-

dation for its approach towards higher edu-

cation. In addition to a strong liberal arts pro-

gram that is well rounded and multi-faceted,

Livingston College also promotes a diverse social

experience. One way this diversity achieved, is

though the many different student organizations

on campus.

Each group on campus contributes to the

education of the students in a unique way which

makes each of these groups distinctly different.

L.U.E.P. — Latinos Unidos En Poder is a

student organization that dates back to the

beginning of Livingston College, back in 1969.

The purpose of L.U.E.P. is to instill pride and

respect for the individual heritages of the mem-
bers of the Latino

community. This

year L.U.E.P. par-

ticipated in a va-

riety of different

events on campus

like the National

Hispanic Scholar-

ship Walk-A-
Thon in conjunc-

tion with AT&T as

well as the Latino

Student Council

Leadership Re-

treat.

The Minority

Mentor Club, a

Livingston-based

organization, pro-

vides incoming
minority students with an upperclass mentor to

share college experinces both inside and outside

the classroom. The Minority Mentor Club

strives to provide an atmosphere that will be

condisive for minority students to succeed at

Rutgers University.

B.W.A.B.U. — Black Women Associ-

ation for Black Unity is a women's group

whose goal is to promote a higher level of

consciousness culturally, academically, and so-

cially for Black women at Rutgers. Through

their programs and events, they strive to en-

lighten the Black women about their African

heritage, history, and cultural values. Through-

out the year B.W.A.B.U. runs various lecutres,

workshops, cultural and recreational events.

The Diversity at

Livingston Coiiege is

seen tiirougli its

many cultruai groups.

The Japanese Cultural Association works

to promote an understanding of Japanese cul-

ture among people of various nationalities as

well as providing social and academic support to

its members. They provide cultural workshops,

such as the Japanese Film Series, as well as field

trips and festivals celebrating customs and ua-

ditions of the Japanese culture.

W.LS.O. — West Indian Student Or-

ganization strives to educate the student body

about the people of the Caribbean region. Their

focus is on problems facing the Caribbean com-

munity in addition to promoting the contri-

butions and cultural heritage that comes from

the West Indies. Each year, W.I.S.O. sponsors

the West Indian festival to celebrate the culture

with tradtions enterta-nment, food, and dis-

cussions about the

culture. W.I.S.O.

also plans various

other lectures, trips

and events
throughout the

school year.

A.I.R. — As-

sociation of In-

dians at Rutgers

gathers to reflect

on their cultural

heritage and pro-

mote the awareness

of their Indian

Culture. The or-

ganization unites

to celebrate such

Indian holidays as

Navrati and
Diwali while at the same time educates the

student body of their customs and traditions.

C.S.O. — Chinese Student Organization

brings a closer tie and cooperation among stu-

dents, staff, and faculty members of Chinese

descent. Their hope is to further social and

cultural relationships with fellow dubs and stu-

dents in the Rutgers community.

B.U.S.T. — Blacks United to Save

Themselves serves the Livingston College

community by seeking to improve the role of

the Black student politically and culturally. One
of their objeaives for this past year was to

improve the short-term and long-term social

position of the Paul Robeson Cultural Center at

Rutgers University.
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Above, the members Members of R.A.P.S.

of L.U.E.P. proudly celebrate the Barrio

display their win- Pestiva. Students in

tiing banner at the attendance enjoyed

Homecoming Pep the cultural experi-

Rally, ence.
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Student Groups Emerge to Provide

Services for Students & Community.

Aside from everyday classes and social events,

student's seek some sort of fulfillment for their

own self-being. For those seeking such, RU
offers a wide variety of service groups.

Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fra-

ternity, has been on the banks since 1947.

Their purpose is to develop leadership, promote

friendship and provide service to the Rutgers

and outside community. A-Phi-O is involved in

a variety of different projeas: food and blood

drives, dance-a-thons, as well as running the

University lost and found office. This past year

during Homecoming, A-Phi-O ran the very

successful "Ugly Knight on Campus" charity

fundraiser.

S.E.A. — Students for Environmental
Awarness is an organization whose purpose is

to educate students and citizens about vital

enviornmental is-

sues. S.E.A. pro-

motes thoughtful

and deliberate re-

sponses to environ-

mental issues that

will not replace one

problem with an-

other, etc.

Gatehouse was

established in

1977 as a service

organization for

the Rutgers com-

munity. Their pur-

pose is to provide a

listening ear and

referrals for any

student at Rutgers.

They answer all

hotline calls, as well as talk to drop-ins who
come to their center.

Sigma Mu Alpha is a Livingston College co-

ed service organization which provides activities

and services for the benefit of Livingston and

Rutgers community. In accordance with the

Livingston motto "Strength Through Diver-

sity", the primary purpose of SMA is to unite

the diverse Livingston community and sponsor

activities that allow such interactions to occur.

This past year, SMA sponsored many successful

activities such as Casino Night and the Bugs
Bunny Film Fest.

Phi Sigma Pi's purpose is to be an honor

fraternity for students at Rutgers, founded upon
a basis of superior scholarship, and with the

avowed purpose of advancing academic ideas.

Getting involved witli

tlie outside community

is a vital part of the

Rutgers education.

56 Place Peer Counseling and Refer-

ral Service provides counseling to Rutgers

University students and members of the com-

munity. They aid the community through a

hotline and drop-in service with staffed student

volunteers. They also provide crisis intervention,

and referrals dealing with psychological, ac-

ademic, professional, medical and legal con-

cerns.

Asian Children's Charity Association is a

non-profit charitable organization affiliated with

Rutgers. Their primary goal is to utilize en-

tertainment as a means to raise funds for their

child sponsorhip program.

R.U. with the Homeless is a group that

was formed to deal with the increasing problem

of homelessness in New Brunswick and the

entire nation. Their three main objectives are:

Education, Legisla-

tion, and Fundrais-

ing. Money and

food are gathered

for local organiza-

tions that assist the

homeless through

concerts, swim-a-

thons, work-a-day

community service

programs, and oth-

er events.

Rutgers
Handicapable
Organization
strives to promote

awarness of the po-

tentials and
achievements of

the people with

disabilities to the Rutgers coamppus and local

communities.

Mu Upsilon Alpha is the honorary band

service fraternity at Rutgers. Its members are

dedicated to the principle of servicing music

through brotherhood. The fraternity does fund-

raisers, and holds a semi-annual blood drive as

well as events in conjunaion with the University

Band.

Liberated Gospel Choir They strive to

inspire the student and public interest in gospel

music. It will allow the students a desired

chance to use their vocal and musical talents,

public relations and communicational
abilites.They allow the student a social atmos-

phere to perform gospel music while repre-

senting R.U.
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Capturing Livingston's Unique Style

During its second year of publication,

Diversity, the Yearbook of Living-

ston College, has grown both in the

size of staff members as well as the aaual

book. Their first year, 1991, served as a

foundation for the new editors; they had

to prove themselves to both the Ad-
ministration as well as the students of

Livingston. And prove themselves they

did — with a top-rate yearbook.

Work on the 1992 edition began dur-

ing the Summer of 1991 at the Taylor

Publishing Company's Summer Confer-

ence. There, editors worked with rep-

resentatives and commercial artists to

make the 1992 edition better than ever.

"A Style of Our Own. . .Uniquely Liv-

ingston" was choosen as the theme for

"92. The initial planning of the book was

completed at the conference, where ed-

itors designed layouts, wrote feature ar-

ticles and mapped out the marketing for

the upcoming year.

Once school resumed, so did work on the

yearbook. At weekly Thursday night meet-

ings, the Diversity staff worked to design a

book that would both catalogue the events

of the year and reflea the members of the

Class of 1992. Because every member of the

Livingston College community adds to the

diversity of the college, staff members
sought to capture this style that is

UNIQUELY Livingston.

Running around shooting photo assign-

ments and writing feature articles, staff

members were bust with work all year.

Though some problems did arise during the

course of the year, the staff was able to

maintain their high standards and created

an award-winner for Livingston College.

With no delay, as one book is put to rest,

staff members now repeat the process for

1993.

The Livingston Col-

lege Activities Fair

would not be com-

plete without Diver-

sity .

Designing layouts is

one of the most cru-

tial parts ofproduc-

ing a yearbook.

Bringing

exceiience

to

Livingston

Coliege.
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During an LCGA
referendum, the Liv-

ingston College stu-

dent body voted in

favor to place Diver-

sity on the term bill

so every graduating

Senior may get a

yearbook.

This editor puts the

final touches on a

layout that is ready

to be shipped to

plant.
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Ok, here's a little word-

association game for you to play:

when someone says "Greek Life,"

what's the first thing that pops into

your head? Crowded, wild, 20-keg

fratemitty parties? Or do you picture

figures like Socrates and Plato roam-

ing around in sandals and robes with

leaves in their hair, philosophizing

about ethics and duality? Well, here at

RU, Greek life encompases many as-

pects of life.

Although most students think

that all the fi-atemities and sororities

do is party, nothing could be farther

from the truth. The Greek organ-

izations spend much of their time do-

ing philanthropy work, planning ed-

ucational programs, and fiindraising.

Fraternities and sororities work hard

to plan blood drives, collea food for

the homeless, raise money for their

philanthropies, and promote integra-

tion and diversity.

Because each group is founded

upon basic values, morals, and virtues,

Here a pledge ofGamma Phi

Beta cheers on her fellow sis-

ter at The Derby Day Talent

Competition, held annual at

the Livignston Student Cent-

the Greek system tries to aeate an

atmosphere that provides a perfea

balance betwen the social, moral,

and academic aspects of college. An
active Greek always has a busy

schedule. Eventually it becomes

second nature to manage time well

and to get everything done that

needs to be done.

So the next time you're at one of

those wild fraternity parties, take a

look around. Think of the comraderie,

the time commitments, the hard work

they've all put in to make Rutgers and

. the surrounding environment a better

place to be . . . and then grab a beer

and have a blast! (or just have a

blast!!)

GREEKS
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Standing tall and proud is

the Zeta Psi fraternity bouse
,

located on College Ave. Zeta

Psi was where Greek Life 1

was bom at Rutgers.

ft
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RUSHING . . . Although for-

mal RUSH is different for So-

rorities and Fraternities, everyone

in the Greek System will tell you

that it's an expereience you

won't soon forget.

For guys who are considering

pledging, RUSH is pretty stress-

ful, but lots of fun. After go-

ing around to all of the Fra-

ternities represented at

Commons Night and reading

about them in the RUSH
booklet, you choose the one(s)

that appeal to you and go to

their house(s) for the sched-

uled events. Meeting all of the

brothers and other rushees is fun,

but trying to figure out who
likes you and who doesn't is not.

However, all of the stress is over

soon enough when the week rolls

to an end.

For girls, RUSH is a bit dif-

ferent. Since there are only seven

Sororities that participate in for-

mal RUSH, each girl must visit

each sorority with a RUSH
group. Each day of RUSH is

exhausting and stressful, and

choosing which Sororities to

drop and finding our which ones

dropped you is unquestionably

an emotional roller coaster. Once

Bid Day roles around and you

find your family of new friends,

you'll realize that everything

usually works out for the best.

WitJb so may Fraternities at

Rutgers, Greeks use Commons
Night to present all the pos-

itive aspects about their par-

ticular brotherhood.
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PLEDGING . . . Although

pledging a Fraternity or Sorority

takes up a lot of time, it is

definately spent well. All of

those early mornings and late

nights spent with your pledge

class provide a time to aeate a

special bond between all of you.

Aside from learning the history

of their organization, pledges

participate in a variety of social,

philanthropic events as well as

chapter fundraisers during their

pledge period.

Anyone can recognize a

pledge by their pin which is

worn over their heart to show

allegiance to their particular

Greek. Many pledges display

great pride in wearing their

pledge pins.

Going Greek is definately

not for everyone, but pledging

is the time to seek its treasures

of life long friendships and

memories. If, by chance, one

does not discover the special

feeling of a Greek bond, then

he/she can de-pledge, but

once you get to know your

pledge class and the rest of the

brother/sisterhood, you're al-

most guaranteed to find some-

thing special and unique in every

member of the group and it will

become next to impossible to

imagine a life without them.

A major part of Greek life is

the social aspects. Fraterni-

ties and Sororities have many
mixers, social drinks, and
date-nights throughout the se-

mester.

GREEKS
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Sorority Life at Rutgers offers

women a chance to form
strong relationships within a

larger university. The sister-

hood ofAlpha Chi Omega So-

rority is a perfect example of

this.

Many Greeks require their

pledges to wear pins through-

out their pledge period. Each

pin has a distinct symbolism,

that is secretly known to fel-

low members.

Proud of their accomplish-

ments at Rutgers University,

members of Sigma Chi Fra-

ternity display their success

and strong brotherhood at

Commons Night.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha, Zeta Phi

Beta, Lambda Theta Phi. What do

these sororities and the fraternity have

in common? They are all part of the

Minority Greek System. The Minority

Greek System is composed of Latino,

Afro-American, and other multicul-

tural fraternities and sororities. There

are a total of eight sororities and six

fraternities, as well as two observer

;

status organizations. I

The Minority Greeks play ai

large role at the University. First,
j

they become united during their!

covmdl, and discuss issues pertain-

ing to their organizations. This may
include community service projects

and social functions, which benifit

the student body, as well as the com-

muity around. Second, among the

greek events, the one most remem-

bered is Founders' Week. This is

when each organization has one week

during the school year to showcase

and dedicate the founding of such

fraternity or sorority. The celerarion

can take place by providing diferent

programs, from speakers, to service

projects. Step shows are also a favorite

among students, as well as fashion

shows. Aside from those events,

dances play an important role, since

they bring together other greeks, as

well as many friends.

Minority Greeks strive to unite

brothers and sisters of diffrent back-

grounds, cultures, religions, and races

to one. They dedicate themselves to

exploring ones culture, and sharing it

within themselves, and the commu-
nity. As a sorority, they each try to

aeate unity among all women. And as

a Fraternity, their goal is to bring the

men together in a fraternal organ-

ization which emphasizes and under-

stands each one's culture.

The Minority Greek Pair

gives Rutgers University

students a chance to talk

one-on-one with organiza-

tional members.
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nticipation of the end

was in the air. However, Livingston graduates felt right at home sitting

beside friends and faces they've grown up with, Deans they've eaten lunch

with, and speakers who they've all heard before. The familiar sur-

roundings of the RAC reminded us of our basketball victory over UNLV
and how united so many people can become when chanting R.U. Rah

Rah! R.U. Rah Rah!

Four (or five) years pass so quickly. Freshman Orientation has barely

faded to memory before a student is receiving his or her diploma. The

time in between is as many say the most important time of one's personal

development. From the formal eduation students obtain in the classroom,

to the social graces people acquire at a formal, from the skills one has

mastered through involvement in an organization; all students develop in

some unique way.

As each indiviudal now walks to the podium, they bring their different

cultures and backgrounds, experiences, and future hopes and goals with

them. Most students at Livingston enjoy the diversity that is brought

together at the college to create a feeling of unity and family. Each

individual member of the senior class has taken their own unique path to

reach the same point . . . GRADUATION.

A OF OUR OWN
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week long celebration

brings Seniors together

for the last time

ENIOR WEEK, an age old tradition, opened

its doors to the Class of '92. This week was

specifically designed to let the Seniors have one

last week together, with no classes, exams, or

books.

Each day was specifically scheduled with

some different activity. Breakfast, lunch and

dinner were readily available by the Tillett staff,

and some students commented that they felt the

food was better than they ever tasted.

Daily excursions were planned to New York

City for a taste of fine cuisine, entertainment,

and of course shopping! In addition, Seniors had

the opportunity to go to Atlantic City where

they could win the big bucks. For the non-

gamblers, a walk along the beach provided rest

and relaxation. Next, for the wild and fiin

loving people. Great Adventure turned out to be

a favorite, hands down! This aip offered over

100 rides and attractions from the Great Amer-

ican Saeam Machine to the Roaring Rapids.

Aside from the excursions. Seniors found that

New Brunswick life had not died out. With the

traditional stroll down Easton Ave., Seniors had

a chance to see Seniors from the other colleges at

familiar places like The Knight Club, The Scar-

let Pub, and Old Queen's. Senior Night, spon-

sored at Wurlitzers, was the highlight of the

week. Here, many said their last farewell to

friends and classmates.

Their final night at Livingston ended with a

Jazz Concert. The Skylight Cafe rang with the

tunes of the band. With the music and food, the

Seniors enjoyed their last night under the stars.

The Senior Class of 1992 went "Remember the time freshmen

out in style. They danced and year when we. .
." Senior Week

partied the night away at Wur- is a time for Seniors to recall

litzer's, celebrating the end of their memories at Livingston

their time at Rutgers. with their friends near.
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Graduation makes the

end of one journey and

the start of another.

ommencement Day was a pictur-

esque event for all. The sun was shining, the

birds were singing, and the graduates were

ready. May 22, 1992, the Louis Brown Athletic

Center, also known as the RAC, was filled to the

brim with family and fiiends.

As everyone got settled, the graduates ad-

justed their caps and gowns, and said their final

good-byes. Pomp and Circumstance finally

blaired in the air, the song they waited for four

years to hear. Beginning with the right foot, the

Class of 1992 began their final march to the

fiiture.

Class President Kaz Wilson gave a moving

speech, reminiscing the past, and foreshadowing

the future. Karen Rogers was the student speak-

er, and the highly honored guest, Avery Brooks,

was the key-note speaker.

At the end of the ceremony, a multitude of

caps flew in the air, officially welcoming the

graduates into reality. Anxiouisly awaiting their

graduates, parents and family stood with camer-

as, camcorders, flowers, balloons, and smiles of

happiness.

Waiting for the graduates in college hall, was

a reception with a pathway of blue balloons. The

send-off celebration spared no expense. A boun-

tiful buffet table overflowed with fruits, veget-

ables, and a wide variety of cold cuts, as well as a

huge selection of hot foods.

The celebration marked the end of a life time

of memories at Livingston. The graduates, most

with tears in their eyes, said their final farewells

to their classmates and to the college. It is time

to move on for class of 1992, the future has

finally arrived. The world is very fortunate to be

gaining such a uniquely educated group of

individuals.

These four Seniors are about to

take their last walk as an un-

dergraduate of Livingston Col-

lege and start a new walk into

"the real world".

There surly was no shortage of

cameras and video cameras on

Graduation Day. Students as

well as guests rushed to capture

all of these "Kodak" moments.
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Melissa Abrams
Psychology

Sandra Abreu

Communication, Spanish

Steven Ackerman
Psychology

Stephanie Agoes

Physics

Alamzer Ahmed
Finance

Patrick Ahrende

Marketing

Cindi Allegretto

Psychology

Ronald Allen

Administration ofJustice

Italo Apicella

Spanish

Houssam Araab

Economics

Manal Ashour

Marketing

Steve Augustin

Administration ofJustice
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Armen Azarnia

French, Political Science

Colleen Bailey

Economics

Doreen Baldwin

Africana Studies

Jason Baron

Communication, History

Francine Baylis

Accounting

James Beach

English

Laroc Beadle

Psychology

Anthony Beale

Visual Arts

Steven Beatty

History

Donna Beckman
Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

Bruce Beer

Political Science

Marc Bendian

Philosophy
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Steven Bernstein

Journalism, Political Science

Pamela Birchett

Psychology

John Blocker Jr.

Management

Dennis Bodine

Communication

Nicole Bostic

Speech, Language and

Hearing Sciences

Teresa Bowser

Administration ofJustice

Timia Bradley

Administration ofJustice

Tinia Bradley

Administration ofJustice

Shawn Braun

Psychology

Gene Bremer

Journalism and Mass Media

Staci Bright

Journalism and Mass Media

Arlena Brinson

Communication, Sociology

GRADUATES



he final

moments before they walk . . .

Seniors find their way to the

line for there respective ma-

jors in order to be seated ac-

cordingly. Some Graduates

got the final dose of the RU
Screw when their graduation

cards were misfiled.

BERNSTEIN-BRINSON 1 6
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Aurelio Brown
Public Health

Daniel Brown
Accounting, Economics

Jessica Brown
History

' e a n

Walton Johnson shakes hands

with the Livingston College

Class of 1992 Pride Award

recipient Daniel Malloie.

Malloie received the award

for his efforts on improving

Rutgers for the handicapped.

Tracy Brusco

Accounting

Elizabeth Buchanan

English, Philosophy

Ronald Bugg
Urban Studies
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Michael Bunton

Economics

Laarni Calon

Public Health

Christine Campbell

English

Lisa Capasso

English

Riccardo Caponi

Economics

Liane Carita

English, French

Brent Carney

Chemistry

Alicia Carpenter

English

Amy Carter

Finance

Christopher Casazza

Marketing

Patricia Cassidy

Administration ofJustice

Inpyo Cha

Economics
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Shazia Chaudhary

Geography

Diana Chen

Finance

Ada Chiu

Economics

John Chiu

English

Jenny Choi

Economics

Virginia Chou
Marketing

Erik Christensen

Administration ofJustice

Gloria Clark

History

Scott Cohen

Politica Science

Kecia Coley

Sociology

Anthony Cooke

Economics

Maureen Cooney

Labor Studies
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Colleen Corbett

Philosophy

Michele Coren

English, Communication

Michael Cox

Sociology

Sandra Coyle

Journalism and Mass Media,

History

Stephen Craig

Accounting

Johanna Crawford

History, Communication

Karen Cruz

Sociology

Gaye Dabagian

Speech, Language and

Hearing Science

Yash Dalai

Economics

Sandra Dalton

Psychology

Wayne Dawes
Political Science

Jorge Delgado

Psychology
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Michele Delisfort

Political Science

Jennifer Demaria

Finance

Haregewoin Desta

Computer Science

Maria Diamond
English

Rosemarie Dimarco

Speech, Language and

Hearing Sciences

Susan Dinerman
Speech, Language and

Hearing Sciences

Mariella Dinerzo

Marketing

Peter Dobrow
Communication

Janine Doll

Psychology

Patricia Dolphin

Sociology

Angela Dominguez
Communication

Elaine Dorsey

Mathematics
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Isaac Dorsey

Urban Studies

James Dring

Economics

Richard Drucis

Management

ember of

the Class of 1992 and Student

Speaker, Karen Rogers, ad-

dressed her fellow classmates

in her farewell speech. Ms.

Rogers incouraged the Grad-

uates to take what they have

learned with them and apply

it to the real world.
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Livingston College Class of 1992

resenting the Livingston College Graduating Class of

1992. The soon-to-be Graduates listened attentively

to Dean Johnson anxiously waiting for the start of

the diploma presentation, marking the end of their

college career. For many students, it was hard to

grasp that four years had passed and undergradute

college life was finally over.
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Clifton Dy
Accounting

Clinton Dy
Computer Science

• ^ Renee Einbinder

Psychology

Mark Ellis

Sociology, Africana Studies

Darren Eisner

Marketing

Thomas Emelo

Communication

Janice Eng

Speech, Language and

Hearing Sciences

Elena Ezrieler

Communication

Matthew Farley

Geology

Karyn Feit

Administration ofJustice

John Figueredo

Psychology

Deborah Finnm
Psychology
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Deirdre Fitzgerald

Anthropology

Judith Flannery

Psychology

Cynthia Fleming

English

Pamela Fleming

Marketing

Doretha Ford

Social Work

Rosario Foti

Journalism and Mass Media

Patrick Fox

Biology

Melinda Franklin

English

Kimberly Frolich

AllCommunication

Manda Gatto

Psychology

Lynn Giovanetti

Economics

Patricia Glynn

Administration ofJustice
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Monica Gogol

Psychology

Donna Gooden
Africana Studies, Mathematics

Donna Grant

Political Science

David Grantz

Carolyn Greer

Accounting, Africana Studies

Scott Grisack

Marketing

Albert Gross

Veronica Grznar

Psychology

Nicole Hamilton

Administration ofJustice

Stephanie Hammond
Psychology

Kyung Han
Finance

Colleen Hansen

Sociology

FITZGERALD-HANSEN 1 7
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Livingston College Class of 1992

John Hanses

Political Science

David Harrison

Communication

Sandy Hawthorne

Africana Studies

Tina Hegel

Political Science

Evelyn Hernandez

Puerto Rican & Hispanic

Caribbean Studies

Stevette Heyliger

Psychology

Dawn Hluchy

Psychology

Mark Hoglander

Administration ofJustice

N. Louis Holder

Communication

Lacoyya Holmes
Social Work

Nicole Horn
Public Health

Scott Huberfield

Management
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Brian Hughes

English,

Journalism and Mass Media

John lacona

Political Science

Mallary Imber

Communication

t s t t n-

guished actor, former Living-

ston College graduate and

Commencement Key-Note

Speaker Avery Brooks moved

the departing Seniors and

guests with his powerful and

gripping speech. Most defi-

nitely one of the highlights of

the ceremony, Mr. Brooks kept

the audience at the edge of

their seats with his words.
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James Inacio

Tomi Ingram

Social Work

Albert Intenzo

Statistics

Shawn Isom

Administration ofJustice

John Izzard III

Economics

Sergio Jacas

Psychology

Felicia Jackson

Administration ofJustice,

History

Robert Jakubowski

History, Political Science

Russell Janiger

Computer Science

Nerva Jean Louis

Sociology

Keith Jenkins

Communication, Sociology

Meaghan Jenkins

Urban Studies
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Livingston College Class of 1992 I

Patricia Johnson

Social Work

Susanna Jones

Psychology, Sociology

Jerome Kee

Administration ofJustice

Carol Kenny

Administration ofJustice

Maureen Keogh

Public Health,

Political Science

Susan Kirby

Psychology

Kaori Kiyohara

Art History

John Kottler

Computer Science

Eric Kressman

Political Science

Nancy Lear

Sociology

Karen Leaver

Finance

Dora Lee

Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

! ^
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Joanne Lemanowicz

Economics

Jennifer Lenahan

Psychology

Patrick Lewis

Sociology, Africana Studies

Wendi Leyko

Journalism and Mass Media

Terri Ligon

Economics

Nichols Linder

Sociology

Gary Lindos

Economics, History

Sharon Livingstone

Psychology

Diana Loken

English, Art History

Victor Lombardi

Journalism and Mass Media

Darlene London
Administration ofJustice

Michael Lui

Accounting
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Thomas Lukowicz

Marketing

Kathleen Lutz

Psychology, Sociology

Paul Lynch

History, Political Science

ith a

smile from ear to ear, this

Graduate enters the KAC
during the opening procession-

al excited with the fact that

her Graduation Day has

finally arrived. Spirits were

high amongst the Class of

1992 as they made their way

to the floor.

Frank Maiolino

Computer Science

Rachna Malkana

Administration ofJustice

Dan Malloie

Psychology
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Catherine Malone

Psychology, Sociology

Meredith Mansfield

Communication, English

Babette Marina

Communication

Julie Markowitz

English

James Marmara
Administration ofJustice

Sociology

Tracy Marshall

Psychology

Janine Martone

Exercise Science and

Sports Studies

Joseph Masella

Marketing

Sonia Massey

Public Health

Josephine Mathes

Communication

Susana Matos-Mauldin

Social Work

Jerome Matthews

Economics
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Brenda Maurone

Sociology

Noreen Mayo
Management

Dwayne McClary

Journalism and Mass Media

Steven McCord
Sociology

Dionne McKenzie

English, Africana Studies

Maureen McLaughlin

Psychology

Nicole McLaughlin

Psychology

Tricia McLaughlin

Marketing

Karen McNeil

Communication

Sonya McQueen
Administration ofJustice

Jeanne McTigue

English, Communication

Jeffrey Mellin

English
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Ronald Meloskie

Environmental Science

Gary Melton

Africana Studies

Robert Mernoff

Economics, English

urray

,

Hurray . . . I got it ... Ifinal-

ly got my degree. Afew Grad-

uates did a small cheer as

^ they received their diplomas.

After many years of hard

work and determination put

into their studies at Rutgers,

an ending burst of exhiler-

ation kicks in at Graduation.

Richard Metz

John Mikulka

Political Science

John Miller

English
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Neal Miller

Communication

Douglas Mingle

Communication

Jody Minuto

Communication

Sherri Mir

Communication

Robert Misner

Finance

Allen Mitchell

Administration ofJustice

Carl Moccia

English

Namrata Modi
Economics

Jose Montalvo

Biology

Gloria Moore
Accounting

David Moradian

Political Science

Gretchen Morales

English
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Daniel Morris

Journalism and Mass Media

Jill Morrison

Journalism and Mass Media

Saul Moskowitz

Journalism and Mass Media

Juliette Murphy
Administration ofJustice

Rose Mystila

Journalism and Mass Media

Eric Nachimson
History

Tracey Nahalka

Communication, Sociology

Jana Nemcek
French

Stacey Nemerson
Speech, Language and

Hearing Science

Yehuda Nezaria

Biology

Jennifer Nicolo

Psychology

Michael Nordstrom

Political Science
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Mark Nowak
Philosophy, Psychology

Coleen O'Brien

Administration ofJustice

Thomas O'Kane
Economics

John O'Reilly

Administration ofJustice

Joanna Oiakaki

Cesar Olavarria

Administration ofJustice

Tracy Olivera

Social Work

Danielle Onorato

English

Chidi-Kwaze

Economics

Melissa Orosz

Biology

Glenn Page

Philosophy

Patrice Paldino

Administration ofJustice
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Denise Papas

Communication, Psychology

Michael Parascando

Communication, History

Sun Park

Economics

t V t n g-

ston College Senior Class Pres-

ident Kaz Wilson delivers her

speech to her fellow class-

mates. With much affection,

she wishes them the best of

luck in all their future en-

deavors.
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Livingston College Class of 1992

any college Graduates decorate their morterboards

in an attempt to distinguish themselves in a sea of

black gowns. Slogans like "Thanks Mom and Dad",

"I need a job", or fraternity/sorority letters are

popular amongst many students, while others choose

more unique messages such as "Who knew!".
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Carla Parker

Social Work

Veronica Parker

Sociology,

Journalism and Mass Media

Hiten Patel

Economics

Kenneth Pecoraro

Psychology

Daniel Perez

English, Political Science

Sabahete Perovic

Management, Philosohpy

Arif Pervaiz

Political Science, History

Victoria Picott

Health and Sport Studies

Daniel Pinto

Management

Glenn Polansky

Political Science

Cesare Pontoriero

Economics

Kristin Prete

Psychology
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Alicia Quackenbush

William Quinn

Psychology

Valerie Quinones

Communication

Luis Quinto

Political Science

Dana Raleigh

Biology

LaOnque Reed

Accounting, Women's Studies

Marcus Reeves

English,

Journalism and Mass Media

John Remian

Administration ofJustice

Luis Rivera

Sociology

Zulfiqar Rizvi

Economics

Christopher Roberts

Administration ofJustice

Victoria Roberts

English
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Helen Rodriguez

Speech, Language and

Hearing Science

Marta Rodriguez

Social Work

Michelle Rogerwick

Accounting

Kimberly Rogus

Administration ofJustice

Valerie Romeo
Psychology

Charles Romero
Biology

William Romollino

Economics

Gladys Rosario

Psychology

Monica Rosenthal

Accounting

Kelly Rounds
Journalism and Mass Media

Joseph Rovelli

Sociology, History

Shawn Rubin

English, Economics
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Douglas Sacks

Geography, History

Chanelle Sanders

Women's Studies

Jennifer Sansone

Italian

Jessica Sapaden

Communication, Visual Arts

Annemarie Saracino

Visual Arts

Edwin Sayong

Accounting

Renee Schaadt

Accounting

Nina Schleifer

Psychology

Lawrence Schmitt

Journalism and Mass Media,

Political Science

Louis Schornstein

Urban Studies

Steven Schultz

Art History

Eric Schwartz

Journalism and Mass Media
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Vincent Scotti

History

Mitchell Seltzer

Psychology

Charles Senick

Finance

oon-to-be Graduates line up according to their re-

spective majors behind the Rutgers Athletic Center,

As the beginning of the Commencement Ceremony

nears, administrators organize the opening proces-

sion of the Graduates of 1992. As Pomp and Cir-

cumstance begins, the graduates march in to their

respective seats.
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Jeanine Seremi

Visual Arts

Steven Shapiro

Psychology

Sally Sherif

Political Science

a 1 1 0 n

Johnson, Dean of Livingston

College, presents a graduate

with her diploma. As one

reaches the podium to receive

their degree, anxiety, happi-

ness, fear and content instant-

ly sweep through many grad-

uates thoughts.
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Irina Shalfman

Communication

Gene Shvedov

Accounting

Eric Silverburg

Robert Simek

Communication

Andrea Simone

Finance

Tejinder Singh

Accounting

David Singletary

Accounting

Lisa Sistruck

Sociology, Psychology

Shari Slavin

Psychology, Sociology

Tracy Smith

Management

Michael Sostak

Communication

Susan Southwick

Psychology
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Jessica Stein

Political Science

Kellie Tansey

Administration ofJustice

Tracy Tappan
Communication

Lina Tauba
Accounting

Brian Taylor

Economics

Sharon Taylor

Economics

Jacqueline Tessler

Economics

Carrie Thayer

Psychology

Kris Thiruvillakkat

Management

Keisha Thomas
Sociology

Carol Thompson
English,

Administration ofJustice

Chelsea Thompson
Administration ofJustice
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Eric Thompson
Accounting

Seth Tieger

Communication

Jeff Tierney

Administration ofJustice

Ramon Timonera

Psychology

Margeret Tischio

History, Art History

Alexandrea Tolischus

Political Science

Nicole Toscanini

Psychology

Shannon Treanor

Administration ofJustice

Patricia Tremba
Journalism and Mass Media

Jacqueline Trezza

Communication

Bijal Trivedi

Economics, Anthropology

John Twomey
Finance
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Livingston College Class of 1992

Jennifer Visicaro

English

Laura Vitelli

Communication

Todd Vozdovic

Administration ofJustice

Gnaolia Walker

Mona Lisa Wallace

Sociology

Glenn Walter

Political Science

William Wangerien

Lisa Ward
Journalism and Mass Media

Todd Warner
Finance
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Steven Wasserman
Accounting

Dawn Watson

Economics

William Weis

Administration ofJustice

radna-
tion is a day not only for the

graduates themselves, but a

day for family and friends.

Many families bring with

them photo and video cameras

so they can capture and save

the memories of Graduation.

Karen Weiss

English

Tracy Wellman
Administration ofJustice

Linda Wen
Mathematics
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Livingston College Class of 1992

he joyous and happy emotions of graduation can

easily be seen on the faces of these three Livingston

College graduates. The memories of this graduation

ceremony will stay with themfor a long time to come.

With the undergraduate education coming to an

end, a new education is about to begin — life.
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Nicole White

Sarah Wickoff

Economics

Jonnene Wilcox

Communication

Maureen Wiley

Social Work

Samuel Willey

Communication

Christine Williams

Administration ofJustice

Debra Williams

English

Leslie Williams

Administration ofJustice

Loren Williams

Journalism and Mass Media

Kaz Wilson

Journalism and Mass Media

Stephen Wojciechowicz

Economics

Lucia Wolfe

Psychology
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tudents

give their final farewells as

they are about to embark upon

their seperate routes and the

fulfillment of their lives. Best

wishes to the members of the

Livingston College Class of

1992.

Scott Zatzariny

Administration ofJustice

I
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Come sweltering

beat, bitter cold, a

rainstorm or a bliz-

zard; the Scarlet

Knight lifts the fans

spirit at every game.

Rutgers football

games just wouldn't

be the same without

the marching band

psyching up the

crowd with the RU
Fight Song,

Not only is diversity

present in the class-

rooms and the dorms

of Livingston, but in

the parking lots as

well! Like many stu-

dents here, this van

stands out and
makes a statement.
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It was the best of times, it was

the worst of times. Through the

hours of laughter, tears, sweat; you

made Livingston a unique place to

be.

The times were rough. Rutgers

prides itself on its high standard of

education, and Livingston demand-

ed nothing less than excellence

from its diverse student body. Stay-

ing up at all hours of the night to

complete your final term paper —
you did it.

These were the best times of

your life. From your first fraternity

party your freshman year, to the

final senior week celebration —
you were there. Your friends, your

professors, and your family were

what made that time worth while.

And after spending that time, you

come to the realization that these

were the best times of your life.

The time you spend at Living-

ston will be some of the best mo-

ments of your life. Livingston gave

you the opportunity to grow and to

enrich your friends, your education,

and your life. Through much per-

spiration, you made the times come

to life.

Livingston College

teaches its students

to take an active role

in the world around

them. This student

spends his time be-

tween classes to read

up on the day's

news.
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Okay which is the

coolest way to wear

your backpack —
wearing it over the

left shoulder, over

the right shoulder,

or over both?

Although RU has

been looking like one

big construction site,

everyone is doing

their best to over-

come the minorprob-

lems that may stand

in the way.

A group of friendly

fans flash their

smiles at the photog-

rapher at a fun foot-

ball game. What's

better than going to

a football game with

your best freinds —
going and winning!
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Livingston was the best place to

create memories. Over the past

year, you have gained enough

memories to last a life time. The

football games, all the parties, the

endless hours of homework, and

the time you spent in the classroom,

they all held your personal mem-

ories.

Etched in your mind forever,

Livingston remains. Memories are

what you take with you the rest of

your life. The memories were nu-

merous and so were the good times.

You laughed, you cried and

that's what lives on. You see the fu-

ture ahead, and what lies behind.

Through the many years of your

young life, you have experienced a

diverse scattering of cultures, atti-

tudes, and people. From the people

you met, memories formed.

Memories are what you take with

you when you leave Livingston and

enter a new Ufe. From orientation to

graduation, you take with you a wide

variety of memorable times. When
you leave, the memories will always be

there.

Does this sign look

familiar to you? If

not, that means
you've probably been

there in a drunken

stupor andjust don't

remember it.
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Every student has

their own special

way of relaxing,

some shop, some play

Nintendo, but this

student likes to jog

before classes.

During the school

year, it seems that

construction projects

are often going no

where, hut when
students returnfrom
breaks there's al-

ways new building

to preview.

The Livingston Stu-

dent Center infor-

mation desk pro-

vides services for all

students that enter

the building.

Friendly student-

workers are always

there to give you ser-

vice with a smile.
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School spirit is never

more evident than at

a Rutgers Basketball

game, where stu-

dents pack the RAC
with excitement.

After endless hoxirs of studying,

stressing, labs, term papers and not

to forget exams, it was all over.

After all the late-night talks, the

parties and the next morning's

hangovers. Spring Breaks, it was all

over. A single piece of paper be-

came a ticket to the future as well

as a show piece of the past's work.

Yet more than just classwork had

been learned during one's stay at

Livingston College. Time manage-

ment, dedication, true friendships,

the hassels of red tape (the RU
Saew) and the drive to excel had

all been experienced.

As the notes of Pomp and Cir-

cumstance rings through my per-

son, I reflect on my time at Liv-

ingston College. I look at the faces

of the people around me; I re-

member a night from my dorm

Freshman year. The memory fills

me and warms my soul. From that

memory comes another, and an-

other. As they hit me from every

angle, I realize that I will never

leave or rather that Livington will

never leave me. As my name is

called, I walk towards the platform,

extend my hand and begin again.
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OF OUR OWN
My Thursday nights have never been the same

since last year. If I knew then what I know now ... I

probably still would have gotten involved with Di-

versity. This past year has been my "test" in life — I

survived it all; barely! 1991 was not out yet, I was

getting calls every day . . . "Where's my yearbook?

When will I get it?" If I had a dime for every time I

said, "They will not be completed until the middle of

the fall semester," I wouldn't need this degree that

I'm working so hard for.

Eventually, some day in Oaober the 1991 Di-

versity came to campus; I could finally see the fruits of

my labor. I was pleased, but there was no time to rest

because 1992 had to get on the way.

1992 will always remain in my head as a very

"unique" year. Just when everything was going

wrong, I thought that nothing more can go wrong . . .

well boy was I WRONG! I don't want to sound too

negative about the year because not everything went

wrong; I do have some very fond memories of the

year — Camp 1992, our Wall of Self-Portraits, and

(most) Thursday nights.

There are a great deal of people for which I have to

thank (for both my headaches and their remedies)

during this past year. I would first like to extend my

devoted gratitude and appreciation to Ms. Sharon

Bodnarchuk. This year was the roughest one yet —
thanks for being on the other line of the phone when I

had my stress attacks as well as when I needed that

extra push. To the man who knows the answers to all

the questions even before I ask them, always has an

extra transaction form, and points me in the right

direaion, Mr. Ron Vander Schaaf — THANKS. I

would like to extend my appreciation to Thronton

Studios for all their fine work.

Finally I would like to thank a group of people

with whom I worked closest with this year — the

Staff. To my savior, Jocelyn Peskin; I truly would not

have made it through this year without your

talent and your voice of reason. Thanks for being

my shrink! To Jeff "Fine . . . then I quit!" Fiorello

— I'm glad that even though you "quit" staff

every week you came back the following. To

Marlene, Merlin and Alieen; I appreciate all that

you did this year. Each of your "unique" styles

added to our meetings and the book. To our

rookie, "the other" Harry; I bet that when you

walked through the publications doors you didn't

know that it was going to turn into a second

home! Last but certainly not least, there are two

people for which gave me 101 reasons for not

ending it all — Tricia Crawford and Stephanie

Jacovini. There are no words I can use to ad-

diquately thank you for everything. I know that I

don't say it often enough but I love you guys and

appreciate EVERYTHING that you do 'cause I

couldn't do it alone! THANKS!

COLOPHON
Volume Two of Diversity, the Yearbook of Liv-

ingston College, was printed by the Taylor Publishing

Company in Malvern, Pennsylvania. Ms. Sharon

Bodnarchuk served as our local publishing repre-

sentative.

DESIGN AND MATERIAU
The cover design was created by Diversity Editors

Harry R. Knabe and Tricia Crawford with assistance

from commercial artist, Ms. April Enos-Ford. An

Oyster Lexatone cover with Midnight Blue #17 and

a Copper Stamp Foil #79 were utilized in the design.

Endsheets were 8 5-pound Rainbow Endleaf Stock in

Sand with Midnight Blue #17 and Deep Green #23

spot colors applied. Paper stock was 100-pound

Enamel Finish trimmed to 8 1/2 x 11 inches.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Graduate portraits and seleaed photography were

taken, developed, and processed by Thornton Studios

of New York City. Diversity members took the

majority of photos used in the yearbook with the

following exceptions: Various candid and sports

photos were provided by TOe Daily Targum and

photos with the Daily Diversity News Seaion were

provided by Associated Press.

COPY AND TYPEFACES
Ail text was submitted to the publisher on Taylor

Publishing Company's Type Vision Plus software. All

copy was original works written by Diversity mem-

bers for the exception of the Daily Diversity News

Magazine. Typography played an important role in

the graphic design of Diversity. A dominent typeface

was choosen for each seaion with the book and

incorperated within the theme development in the

opening and dosing sections of the book. English

Script, Nordic, Geneva, Jefferson Script, Hanover,

and Pyramid, were just some of the typefaces used.

Decorative lettering and boarders were choosen by

Letraset and Chartpak. The base typeface for body

copy and captions was Garamond and Garamond

Bold Italic respeaively.

THEME, LAYOUT AND DESIGN
The theme, A Style of Our Own . . . Uniquely

Livingston, and layout designs were aeated by Di-

versity members at the Taylor Publishing Company's

Summer Yearbook Conference, in Shawnee, PA.

First Place award was won by Diversity for its Layc

and Design at the conference.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION
Diversity is produced annually by a volunteer st;

of students. Volume Two, a 208 page publicatic

had a limited press run of 250 copies. With

publications budget of approximately $18,000, I

versity sold for $35.00 a copy (the price inaeased

$40.00 during the Spring semester). No portion

this book may be reproduced without the wrin

concent by the Editor-in-Chief Copyright 1992. T

opinions expressed are not necessarily those of t

Administration, Faculty, or Staff of Rutgers the St;

University of New Jersey or Livingston College. A

thorization to reproduce portions of this book or a

other information may be obtained by writing L

versity, the Yearbook of Livingston College, Li

ingston Student Center Publications Area Roc

1 19c, Avenue D and Rockafeller Road, New Brui

wick, New Jersey, 08903-5064.
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CO-EDITORS-IN'CHIEF

' HARRY R. KNABE TRICIA CRAWFORD

MANAGIrsG tUiTOK COPY EDITOR

STEPHANIEJACOVINl JOCELYN PESKIN

1 LIVINGSTON LIFE EDITOR ORGANIZATIONS EDITOR

JEFFREY FIORELLO MARLENE MUNOZ

RESIDENCIES EDITOR ACADEMICS EDITOR

MERLIN THOMAS HARRY KRAMER

SPORTS EDITOR GRADUATES EDITOR

AILEEN CARINGAL SALLY WIKOFF

ADVISOR RON VANDER SCHAAF

TAYLOR REP. SHARON BODNARCHUK

CONTRIBUTORS: Pauline Ferguson, Adam Saltz, Lori Napoli, Tricia Johnson,

Carta Parker, Stact Berger, The Daily Targum and Rutgers Athletic Media Services




